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The goal of any visual tracking system is to successfully detect then follow an object of
interest through a sequence of images. The difficulty of tracking an object depends on
the dynamics, the motion and the characteristics of the object as well as on the environ
ment. For example, tracking an articulated, self-occluding object such as a signing hand
has proven to be a very difficult problem. The focus of this work is on tracking and pose
estimation with applications to hand gesture interpretation. An approach that attempts to
integrate the simplicity of a region tracker with single hand 3D pose estimation methods
is presented. Additionally, this work delves into the pose estimation problem. This is ac
complished by both analyzing hand templates composed of their morphological skeleton,
and addressing the skeleton's inherent instability. Ligature points along the skeleton are
flagged in order to determine their effect on skeletal instabilities. Tested on real data, the
analysis finds the flagging of ligature points to proportionally increase the match strength
of high similarity image-template pairs by about 6%. The effectiveness of this approach
is further demonstrated in a real-time multicamera hand tracking system that tracks hand
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Humans take for granted the remarkable ability that allows us to visually interpret the activ
ity of other humans. This natural phenomena reveals its difficulty when such a task needs
to be performed by a machine. In fact, a real time solution that robustly tracks and inter
prets human activity has eluded researchers. Finding such a solution would allow for the
development of systems across a wide range of human-computer interaction (HCI) appli
cations. One such application which draws an intense amount of interest from researchers
is the interpretation of sign language. Sign language is a combination of articulated hand
pose, arm/hand gestures, whole-body motion and facial expression.
This HCI system is focused on determining the articulated hand pose and tracking the
hand gestures of a single human in a cluttered environment. With respect to this problem,
much of the difficulty resides in the nature of hand motion. Hands are capable of very
fast, nonlinear motion and fingers are susceptible to self-occlusion. Further exacerbating
the problem is the requirement that any system must operate in real-time. Under this con
straint, creating a system that successfully handles all the complexities of hand motion is
quite difficult. Fortunately, determining the articulated pose and tracking the hand motion
are independent problems.
This system takes a multicamera approach similar to the one implemented in [75]. By
taking this approach subsystems are created that focus solely on either the articulated pose
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or the hand/arm motion problems. The difficulties underlying both problems are discussed,
although this thesis focuses on pose estimation. Specifically, this thesis looks into applying
skeletons to the pose estimation problem and tests the flagging of ligature points to reduce
the effect of skeletal instabilities. Researchers in this field have been reluctant to use skele
tons for pose estimation due to the prevalence of the instabilities and the immense error
they introduce.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
Implementing a gesture tracking system with pose estimation using a multicamera
approach.
Validating and quantifying the effects of flagging ligature points within the hand
skeleton on the match strength.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized in the following manner:
SupportingWork - Provides a survey of the surrounding techniques used within a tracking
system. Included in the discussion are feature segmentation, detection, tracking, and pose
estimation techniques.
The Multicamera System - Provides details on the implementation and performance of
the multicamera system. Additionally, the results of the ligature flagging are discussed
herein, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Conclusions - Briefly summarizes the work and results done within this thesis, states areas
in the system needing improvement, and discusses possible avenues of future research.
Chapter 2
Supporting Work
A tracking system is composed of a carefully chosen collection of techniques whose
comprising parts, at first glance, can be considered independent. However, these steps -
feature segmentation, detection, and tracking - are closely coupled; careful integration and
algorithm deficiency mitigation are needed both within and between these steps in order
to build a successful tracking system. This section gives an overview of the methods and
techniques that have been used within the scope of the hand tracking problem. The sur
rounding work is described through the analysis of the individual steps as illustrated in
figure 2.1. First, techniques to segment hand features are discussed. This.section includes
discussion on filtering techniques and visual cues used to segment the hand from the rest
of the image. The next step collects the features into meaningful measurements which are
used by the tracking algorithm. The third section delves into a multitude of hand tracking
systems, the algorithms used, and how well they apply to the hand tracking problem. The








Figure 2. 1 : Steps of a Tracking System
surrounding the pose estimation problem including: discussion on different estimation sys
tems, the difficulties inherent to the problem, and the motivation behind what is considered
the main contribution of this thesis.
2.1 Preprocessing and Feature Segmentation
"...ifyou 've got a weakfoundation you can 't buildanything.'
Jack Scalia (1951 - Present)
A foundation is what is built first and without a good foundation, failure is certain. In
any HCI system the foundation is the processing that occurs before the tracking algorithm
is executed. This preprocessing entails being able to segment hand features from other
objects within the frame. To accomplish this, the frame is modified and/or certain cues
are exemplified in order to increase the appearance of defining hand features. A number
of techniques can be used. Three of the most common are skin color segmentation, edge
filtering, and motion segmentation. Research into visual cues in an HCI system is not new.
A good starting point for additional information can be found in research done by M. Yang
et al, wherein they discuss an overview on the use of color and other visual cues in face
detection [74].
2.1.1 Skin Color Segmentation
Skin color has been shown to have a characteristic distribution [29] and this property
can be exploited to segment all skin color regions within an image (e.g. figure 2.2). Color
segmentation, at its most basic level, is a pixel-level operation that requires no information
other than the state of the current pixel. This allows skin color segmentation to be fast and,
Figure 2.2: Examples of feature segmentation. Original Image [a], Edge Segmentation
[b], Color Segmentation [c]
resulting from the lack of any spatial context, both size and orientation invariant.
Skin color segmentation has become nearly ubiquitous in the HCI field, with many ap
plications utilizing skin's characteristic property in order to assist in detecting various parts
of the human form [27][23][60]. Any system that employs skin color segmentation must
resolve two aspects of the algorithm. First, a color space needs to be chosen. Secondly,
a decision must be made on the methodology by which skin pixels are determined. Skin
modeling and skin detection have garnered much interest from researchers. An intensive
study of skin color modeling as it specifically relates to computer vision can be found in
[61]. For a quick survey on some pixel-level detection methods see [69]. What follows is
a brief discussion on some of the different options available in color spaces and skin pixel
decision methodologies.
Color Spaces
Every visible color can be reproduced by a combination of three primary colors: red,
blue, and green. Skin color is a finite set of combinations within this red, blue, and green
(RGB) color space. The object's color that is observed by the eye is determined by the
wavelengths reflected off the object's surface; some of the light source's spectrum is ab
sorbed by the surface, other parts are reflected. The resulting color as seen by an eye, or
any observer for that matter, is a combination of the light source's spectrum as well as the
spectral and reflectance properties of the surface. Further, this resulting wavelength has a
frequency and amplitude that describes the color in both chromaticity and brightness.
Illumination is defined as the luminous flux per unit area at any point on a surface ex
posed to incident light. In other words, illumination is the intensity of light at any given
point. This brightness property has proven to be a veritable "thorn in the
side"
of re
searchers trying to detect skin color under varying illumination. Changes in this value will
cause the appearance of skin color to vary greatly. However, the instability of illumination
is tempered by the behavior of the chromaticity. Studies have shown the chrominance of
skin color to be relatively constrained even under varying illumination [42] [63].
The dichotomy of the chrominant's relative stability and the illuminant's instability has
been the driving forces behind the formulation ofmany different color spaces. RGB inher
ently combines the chrominance and illuminance components, whereby a change in either
can cause a simultaneous change in the red, blue, and green values. Other spaces strive
to separate the illumination value from the chrominance value and thereby increase skin
segmentation's robustness.
The normalized RGB color space lessens the dependency of its r, g and b values to the
brightness of the light source. It is obtained easily, as the name suggests, by normalizing
the R, G, and B values of the original RGB space:
R G B
r~
R + G +
B'
9~
R + G +
B' ~R + G + B ('}
Normalizing results in the r, g, b components always adding up to 1. A side-effect of this
is that it allows for one of the three terms to be completely discarded, thereby reducing the
space dimension.
Another type of color space, which is referred to as the value-lightness or hue-saturation-
value color space, completely separates the brightness from the color information. These
hue-saturation-value spaces are given a number of different names, although they repre
sent analogous color spaces. They include: Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV), Hue-Saturation-
Lightness (HSL) and Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI). The hue value describes the shade
of the dominant color, the saturation describes the amount of color (in proportion to its
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brightness) and intensity describes the describes the area's brightness. Note that when in
tensity is extremely low, the hue component becomes unstable. Transforming from RGB
space to HSV space requires a nonlinear calculation and there are a number of different
methods available that will estimate this nonlinear transformation [69]. Here is one such
method:
tt \((R-G)+(R-B))H = arccos , -
y/((R-G)*+(R-B)(G-B))
V =\(R + G + B)
This color representation performs especially well when the object has a matte surface and
the light source is emitting pure white light. Under these conditions, the hue is invariant to
highlights, ambient light, and surface orientations relative to the light source [69]. How
ever, the presence of hue discontinuities and the fact that the brightness is calculated not
actually measured are both serious drawbacks [69] that make choosing this color space
somewhat tenuous.
Terrillon et al. introduced a color space very similar to HSV in their study of skin
modeling [63] which they call normalized Tint-Saturation-Lightness (TSL). They found
this space to be slightly better suited to the task when using a unimodal Gaussian joint pdf
[63][69].
The illuminance-chroma color space divides color information between two channels
and separates the brightness into a separate third channel. Sometimes referred to as the
YUV or YCbCb color space, it was first introduced in response to a need to reduce band
width in television signals. The Y term in this space is the luminance, while the other two
channels represent color differences. Calculating the values involves a simple calculation:
Y = 0.299i? + 0.587G + 0.1145
U = R-Y (2.3)
V = B-Y
This color space places more emphasis on brightness information and, as a result, some
color information is lost during the conversion from RGB to YUV.
Some color spaces attempt to remove the illuminant of the light source altogether. The
CIELAB color space is one such space. Created in 1976 by the Commission Internationale
de l'Eclairage (CIE), this color space contains three values: L*, a* and b*. The first di
mension,
L*
, is the difference between dark and light; the second dimension, a*, is the
difference between green and red; and the third dimension, b*, is the difference between
blue and yellow; each dimension has a range from 0 to 100. One interesting aspect of this
space is that when both a* and b* are zero, the
L*
component contains the gray-scale value
of the pixel. What makes this color space unique is when calculating the L*, a*, and
b*
components the RGB values of the light source must be accurately known. Therefore, the
resulting
L*a*b*
values should represent the color of the object under pure light; any color
shift in the object's color due to the light source has been removed. The transformation
from RGB space into CIELAB is as follows:
Begin by transforming RGB into CIE's tristimulus values, XYZ:
X = q-^(0A9R + 0.31G + 0.205)
Y = i (0.176977? + 0.81240G + 0.010635) (2.4)
0. 17697 v
;
Z = KI^-7(0.01G + 0.99B)
Complete the transformation by going from XYZ to L*a*b*:
L*
= 116(f )3 -16
a*
= 500[(--)* -()*] (2.5)
b*
= 200[()4 -(!)*]
The Xn,Yn and Zn values in the above equations are the tristimulus values of the light
source found by applying equation 2.4 to the light source's RGB values. Further, the
L*a*b*
equations only hold as long as the X/Xn, Y/Yn, and Z/Zn quotients are greater
than 0.008856. Aside from the intensive conversion from RGB to L*a*b* this space suf
fers from other deficiencies, with the most striking being CIELAB's dependency on ac
curate information about the illuminant. Note that when in a well known environment
this space performs exceedingly well; color changes invoke a profoundly more uniform
change in CIELAB than in RGB. However, in environments with lots of ambient light or
constantly changing light sources it becomes a heavy burden to keep the XnYnZn values
accurate. Constantly chasing accurate tristimulus values of the light source severely dimin
ishes CIELAB's viability as the choice of color space.
Choosing which color space to work in can be problematic. Recently, a number of re
searchers have compared the performance ofmany different spaces. Terrillon etal. reviewed
and evaluated the performance of nine skin chrominance models [63]. Under their analy
sis, TSL and normalized RGB performed the best. Further, in [58] the RGB color space
was shown to have the best separability between skin and non-skin classes. Therefore, the
RGB color space will be used in the system. Using RGB removes the need to convert to
any other color space, whose conversions may be nonlinear and lossy. Also, discontinuities
that might be introduced during a conversion are totally avoided, as is the need to collect
accurate information about the light source.
Skin Color Decision Methodologies
There are many different methods, from exceedingly simple to quite complex, that can
be used to determine if a pixel is a skin colored pixel or a non-skin colored pixel. Regard
less of the complexity, the goal of any skin color decision algorithm is the same: to divide
the input image into skin and non-skin pixels.
The most basic method is a simple thresholding. This method sets explicit boundaries
on the color space values. If the values, in this case RGB values, fall within those defined
boundaries the pixel is classified as skin. This method is strikingly simple. Finding numer
ical thresholds, however, that allow for high classification rates, especially under varying
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illumination, is extremely difficult. Recently, machine learning techniques have been ap
plied to this technique in order to, through the machine learning algorithms, uncover the
empirical rules that provide this technique's optimal classification rates [69].
A second method attempts to learn the skin color distribution by fitting the distribution
to parametric statistical distributions, such as Gaussian distributions. A ground-truth set
of images is analyzed to determine the distribution parameters. With the parameters found
and an input image given, each pixel's probability, with respect to the distribution, is then
found. Pixels that are greater than a particular probability are marked as skin pixels, with
those pixels who fall below marked as non-skin pixels. Single gaussian distributions are
commonly used within this method [69]; the decision formulas for a single gaussian system
are as follows:





s = ^t Ei=i(ci - Vs)(cj - li Ts)
where c is the color vector, pts (mean vector) and Es (covariance matrix) are the distrib
ution parameters and n is the total number of ground-truth color vectors Cj. This method
can also be extended to multiple Gaussian distributions which allow for complex-shaped
distributions. Computing the skin color probability under the mixture ofGaussians method
entails summing each Gaussian's probability under the presence of a weighting factor:
k k
p(c\skin) = y^TTj Pi(c\skin); subject to ^7Tj = 1 (2.7)
where k is the number ofGaussians in the mixture and 7^ is the weighting factor. Mixture
of Gaussian (MOG) methods suffer from inherently high computation time and have been
shown to provide worse classification rates than other methods [42] [29]. Single Gaussian
methods, while obviously faster, tend to have much lower classification rates than their
MOG counterparts. Other parametric methods include Gaussian clustering which attempts
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to reduce the false positive rate of single and multiple Gaussian methods by mixing Gaus
sians in a three-dimensional pattern in order to better fit the shape of the skin distribution
with respect to a specific color space [69]. Note that all parametric models depend on the
color space chosen, as the shape of the skin distribution changes significantly from space
to space. The performance of these methods is directly tied to the quality of the model's fit
to the distribution.
A thirdmethod attempts to learn the skin distribution without deriving an explicitmodel
of the skin distribution. In essence, these methods allow for the use of a more robust model
since they are theoretically independent of distribution parameters [47]. Although this
independence is mildly misleading, it is more accurate to view these methods as having
infinitely many parameters and thereby achieving a high degree of generality [47]. What
follows is the description of a simple Bayes classifier and how to implement one using
off-line histograms, as well as the optimal bin size for the histograms. For a more de
tailed discussion on non-parametric methods see the aforementioned survey [69], and [47],
which is an in-depth review of non-parametric Bayesian analysis and the different families
within. The families include: density estimation, regression, survival analysis, and hierar
chical models.
The task of the Bayesian classifier, with respect to skin detection, is to determine the
the probability a particular color vector is skin. Cluttered environments can contain pixels
whose color vector is very similar to actual skin pixels. Therefore, in order to properly find
the skin probability during on-line execution, histograms need to be generated that describe
the expected distribution of skin and non-skin pixels. This is done by counting the number
of skin and non-skin pixels from a large set of ground-truth images and accumulating these
counts into their respective bins. The bins are then modified so that they contain the prob
ability representing the prior distribution of their respective value, skin or non-skin. The
equation for finding the prior skin probability is as follows:
fW*>) = NkN/'"n 7. <2-8>
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where b is the current bin, Nskin is the number of skin pixels in the training set and N^skin is
the number of non-skin pixels in the training set. The size of the histograms - ofwhich there
are two, the skin and non-skin histograms - can have a profound impact on the accuracy of
the classifier. Since RGB values are typically 24-bits, a fully-ranked histogram is 256 x
256 x 256. In Jones and Regh's 1999 study on skin models where they compared the
performance of different bin sizes they found the 32 x 32 x 32 bin histograms to outperform
the fully-ranked 256 x 256 x 256 bin histograms [29]. Jones and Regh's findings are well-
known and well-accepted in the computer vision field [59] [60] [69].
With the histograms collected and the prior distribution probabilities for each bin found,
the probability that the current color vector is a skin pixel needs to be found. This is







where c is the color vector; P(c\skin) and P(c\-iskin) are the a priori probabilities held
within the bins of the histograms; and P(skin) and P(-<skin) the probabilities over the en
tire training set. Reducing this equation leads to finding the ratio of P(skin\c) to P(->skin\c)
P(skin\c) P(c\skin)P(skin)
P(-iskin\c) P'(cj skin)P(-iskin)
This ratio can be compared to a chosen threshold. If the ratio is greater than the threshold
the current pixel is taken to be a skin pixel. This threshold decision rule can be written as:
P(c\skin) Kfp 1 - P(skin)




where 0 is the threshold, Kfp is the penalty on false positives, and Kfn is the penalty on
false negatives. Jones and Rehg's method will be used by this thesis; wherein the optimal
32 x 32 x 32 bin histograms are used.
One final technique employed to fight the ill-effects of varying illumination on skin
color segmentation are adaptive methods. The crux of adaptive techniques is the realiza
tion that the skin distribution changes over time. The observed dynamics of the illumination
forms the basis of the predictions and, accordingly, the skin distribution are updated. The
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dynamics can cause the skin distribution to be translated, dilated and/or rotated. For ex
ample, Sigal et al, using Jones and Rehg's histograms, created an adaptive technique that
learned a second-orderMarkov model of the skin distribution dynamics [59]. Theirmethod
achieved a maximum performance increase of 24% over the static histograms. However,
the performance is closely tied to proper and accurate initialization. Their method also
showed a high susceptibility to background skin color patches; this limitation is a common
feature in adaptive techniques.
The proven performance of nonparametric methods and their ease of use makes choos
ing the nonparametric method quite easy. As for the other methods: Gaussian parametric
methods can have a high false positive rate [69] and empirical thresholding suffer a low
classification rate when the environment does not closely resemble the training environ
ment. Although Jones and Rehg's parametric method [63] can be outperformed by ellipti
cal boundary models [69], the wide availability of the histograms and proven repeatability
of performance overwhelms the incremental gains in classification rates brought by the el
liptical method.
2.1.2 Edge Segmentation
As the hand moves, it has the possibility of overlapping other skin color regions. In
this case, skin color segmentation breaks down; the hand can not be distinguished from the
skin-colored background. An object's shape, however, holds much information about the
object and the shape of the hand is quite unique. A hand is easily recognized in almost every
possible pose. Therefore, this uniqueness property can be used as a visual cue to segment
the hand. This strategy is commonly referred to as edge segmentation. Edge information
can be found through a number ofmethods, including gradient and Laplacian methods.
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Gradient Edge Methods
Mathematically, an edge is categorized as a discontinuity in the intensity function or
a steep intensity change in the image. There are a number of morphological filters that
perform this type gradient calculation. The most common are the Robert's Cross, Prewitt
and Sobel filters. Edges can also be found by taking the derivative of the intensity, or
grayscale, values and findwhere the derivative is maximum. The collection of all maximum






where I is the image, x and y are the indices of the image pixel. A maximum point is then
found by locating the greatest magnitude orthogonal to the gradient's current direction. The
magnitude and direction equations are as follows:
2/ f) T \ / _Q
7"
\ //Q7"/.Q\
Magnitude = \ I J + I j , Direction =
tan-1 ( J (2.13)
The routine of removing all points except themaxima of the gradient is called non-maximal
suppression. The resulting image map can then be thresholded to remove local maxima in
troduced by noise in the image. A popular edge segmentation technique that employs non-
maximal suppression was introduced by John Canny ofMIT in 1983 [12]. His technique
is an optimal edge detector for step edges corrupted by white noise. The optimality is in
regard to three criteria: first is non-spurious and complete detection, meaning edges are de
tected only when there are valid edges; second is high localization, meaning the difference
between the calculated and the real edge location is minimal; and third is one response per
edge, meaning a real edge should not cause multiple responses during calculation. These
so-called Canny edges are calculated via the following steps:
1 . Find the maxima of the gradient image in the direction orthogonal to the edge direc
tion and smooth the signal along the edge direction by the following formula:
q2 VC (X) /
-(G /), where n = f^^ (2.14)
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In the above equation G is the smoothing element. This calculation is typically ap
proximated by first convolving the image with a Gaussian filter and then finding the
maxima of the first partial derivative from the resulting image.
2. Perform non-maximal suppression. Any gradient value that is not a local peak is
removed.
3. Perform hysteresis thresholding. This process requires two thresholds - an edge-
starting threshold and an edge-continuing threshold. These thresholds are subject to
the edge-starting threshold being greater than the edge continuing threshold. Any
pixel with an edge strength greater than the edge-starting threshold is taken to be an
edge pixel. Pixels with an edge strength greater than the edge continuing threshold
are taken to be an edge pixel only if they are connected to another edge pixel. Any
other pixel is removed from the edge map.
Laplacian Edge Methods
Edges can also be detected through the second derivative. These operators, commonly
referred to as Laplacian operators, detect edges by isolating the zero crosses within the
image's second derivative. First proposed by Marr and Hildreth in 1980 [41 ], the Laplacian
operator can be written as follows:
V72 4-/ a 92f(x,y) d2f(x,y)V f(x,y) =^- +^r- (2.15)
It is obvious to note that first order edge detection methods are easily affected by noise.
However, Laplacian edge detectors exaggerate the effects of noise by an even greater de
gree. This is why most implementations, of either first or second order, first smooth the
image; the smoothing is typically done via a Gaussian filter. Further hindering any Lapla
cian edge detector's effectiveness is the inability to deliver any information about the edge
direction. Additionally, as seen from the discussion on Canny edges, edge direction is a
critical component in optimal edge detection. Stemming from its stringent optimality re
quirements, Canny edges are the most robust of the methods discussed and although there
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are much more complicated edge detection methods [52], Canny's high degree of accuracy
for relatively little computation time make it the preferred choice for this system.
2.1.3 Motion Segmentation
Motion segmentation allows moving objects to be segmented from the rest of the frame.
Analyzing the varying chromaticity, calculating angular velocity moments, and calculating
displacement magnitudes are all methods used to segment motion. A simple method of
motion segmentation called temporal differencing [3] [23] senses motion by subtracting the
pixels of two frames. This method, while obviously simple to implement, is not robust
to noise or illumination changes. Additionally, temporal differencing needs the object to
constantly move in order to be able to segment the object appropriately, these constraints
make it poorly suited to hand and head gesture tracking. Optical flow [76] [28] [44] and
background subtraction [21] [50] [16] [51] [22] are the two most common flavors ofmotion
segmentation used in tracking systems today.
Optical Flow
Defined as a method that considers the motion of objects within a visual representation.
Typically, the motion is represented as vectors originating or terminating at pixels in a im
age sequence. New methods for optical flow are being developed continuously; however,
one of the fundamental methods [44] still greatly influence the research done within this
field.
The method developed by Lucas and Kanade [28] is a gradient-based method that pro
duces accurate angular estimates of the motion. However, the magnitude of the displace
ments typically exhibit large errors if convergence is not found at each point. Since what is
desired by the preprocessing in a tracking system is not absolute accuracy, but a quick and
reasonable estimate of the objects location, Lucas-Kanade although useful for high-speed,
accurate optical flow is not a suitable choice for feature segmentation.
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Optical flow is not well suited to fine localization as required by a low-level preprocess
ing algorithm. In addition to the error present in optical flow estimation, most methods
require stable brightness and are also error-prone during object occlusion. Notwithstand
ing these deficiencies, optical flow methods have shown to be well-suited when used at the
tracking level [28] [44] and they are explored in much greater detail in a future section. Mo
tion segmentation at the preprocessing level is handled better using background subtraction
techniques.
Background Subtraction
A cluttered background makes the task of segmenting objects from the rest of the frame
much more difficult. Skin color segmentation is unreliable under this environment due
to other skin color regions present in the background. Regarding edge segmentation, the
number of edges typically forms a direct relationship with the complexity of the back
ground. Background subtraction, which is equivalently called foreground segmentation or
background segmentation, is a technique that allows for the separation of foreground ob
jects from the rest of the environment. At their simplest, they detect the objects moving
within the video stream. Typically, this is accomplished by formulating a background and
foreground model and subsequently adapting them in a step-wise fashion. The wide-range
of real-world phenomena that any background subtraction technique needs to overcome
is quite daunting: illumination changes can be misinterpreted as foreground object intro
duction; shadows and inter-reflections may cause local areas of illumination changes; a
non-static background makes modeling the true background extremely difficult; similari
ties between foreground and background objects cause ambiguity; and, finally, high-traffic
areas contain many different foreground objects that obstruct the background. Regardless
of the inherent difficulties, the goal remains the same: to robustly segment the foreground
objects without sacrificing real-time performance.
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Background Subtraction - Gaussian methods
From the multitude of background subtraction techniques, one flavor is immediately
seen to be deficient. Techniques that learn the background model during a separate "learn
ing"
phase and then never update the model during execution show an extreme sensitivity
to many of the aforementioned difficulties, especially egregious is the sensitivity to illu
mination changes [21]. The next family of techniques adaptively model the background
independently at each pixel [50]. A Gaussian is fitted at each frame, t, to the last n pixel
values. The Gaussian is fitted via a running average computation:
ut = aXt + (1 - a)ut_x (2.16)
where Xt is the pixel's newest value, ut-i is the previous average, and a is an empirical
weight controlling the adapting rate. Another method to fitting the Gaussian model to the
historical values is as follows:
p.t = Mut_x + (1 - M)(aXt + (1 - a)/xt_i) (2.17)
where M is a binary value corresponding to the current pixel's current state; a 1 if the pixel
is foreground and 0 otherwise. This extension is known as selective background updating.
Pixels whose values fall outside a particular likelihood are denoted as foreground pixels.
A pixel is foreground if the following inequality holds true.
\Xt-Ht\>l3(Jt (2.18)
where ot is the Gaussian's current standard deviation and (3 is a constant value that de
termines the
"width"
of the background model. Computation associated with the single
Gaussian method is quite simple, although its accuracy can be dramatically increased by
extending it to a mixture of Gaussian method.
Background Subtraction - Mixture ofGaussians
Single Gaussian methods have been shown to be especially deficient when placed in an
environment where the background changes faster than the adaptation rate [50]. Stauffer
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and Grimson were the first to present a method that can deal with multiple background
objects [50]. By using a mixture ofGaussians or, in other words, using multiple Gaussian's
per pixel they were able to describe multimodal and non-Gaussian distributions. These
probability density functions describe the likelihood of a certain pixel value, xt, at time t
by:
K K
p(xt) = y]ct>Mr/(st - AAt, j,t) subject to ]T^,f = 1 (2.19)
i=l i=\
where K is the number of Gaussians per pixel, ui is an importance weight, rj is a Gaussian
probability density function, p,^t is themean value and Sijt is the covariance matrix which is
usually assumed to be a diagonal matrix. The Gaussians, at every time step, are ordered by
descending weight, where the weight is computed by the compactness of the distribution.
Each Gaussian is then chosen as either background or foreground. The first B distributions




where T is an assigned threshold. For a new frame, each pixel value is compared to the
ordered mixture of Gaussians. A pixel is deemed foreground or background based on the
condition held by the matched Gaussian. A match is found if the the following inequality
holds true:
{xtHij) < (3 a\t (2.21)
where oft is the variance and (3 is a constant that determines the sensitivity of the matching
algorithm. A value of 2.5 is typical. Finally, to complete the necessary computation of each
time step, each Gaussian model is updated; this is commonly done by the selective update
method (see equation 2.17).
Mixture ofGaussians with Depth Data
Harville et al. [2 1 ] reviewed a number of different background subtraction methods and
found that current algorithms to be lacking. They found no single algorithm that dealt with
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the entire set of desirable algorithm characteristics nor was robust to their list of real-world
phenomena. Harville et al. believe a truly robust algorithm should be time adaptive, keep
multimodal background statistics, track color through a luminance normed space, and take
both color and depth inputs. Further, their robustness criteria included the ability to han
dle low visual texture, depth discontinuities, non-empty scene initialization, illumination
changes, background object changes, shadows and inter-reflections, color and depth cam
ouflages, high-traffic areas, active displays, and finally, rotating fans in the background.
With all all the criteria in mind Harville et al. developed a background subtraction tech
nique that addressed every condition in real-time. They noted that due to the advent of
real-time depth data computations from stereo cameras, it had become quite advantageous
to form a segmentation algorithm from such data. Unfortunately, depth data is quite unre
liable and under certain conditions tends to be noisy. Additionally, there are points where
depth data is not available. These deficiencies make methods based solely on depth alone
quite unreliable. However, Harville et al. found that by combining color data with depth
data - which is unaffected by illumination, shadows and inter-reflections - and placing
those inputs into a background model made up of a mixture of Gaussians all of their crite
ria can be satisfied. Figure 2.3 exhibits the performance of Harville et al/s algorithm. The
following summarizes their method:
1 . Each pixel's history, Xia, X,;2, . Af,-,f_i, at time t is modeled by a mixture ofGaus
sians where k is the number ofGaussians per pixel. Each pixel's state is modeled by
a four component vector made up of a three channel color space with a separate chan
nel for illuminance (e.g. HSV or YUV) and the depth data computed by a stereo
disparity computation. The pixel state can be summarized, using the YUV space to
illustrate, by:
Xitt = Y,U,V,D (2.22)
The probability of the current observation at pixel i can be estimated as:
k
P(Xitt\Xul,...,Xut-i) = ^wiit_i,fc n(Xiityk,Eht_hk,Uij_hk) (2.23)
i=i
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where n is a Gaussian probability density function; w^t-i.t is tne weight associated
with the kth Gaussian in the mixture at time t 1; uht_ik is the vector representing
the mean of each state in Xi:t-\,k\ and H^-i,*. is the covariance of the kth Gaussian.
Note that the weights indicate the relative proportions of past observations matching
each Gaussian model, a diagonal covariance matrix is assumed and the kth Gaussian
is notated as nk.
2. Get a new observation. Search nk by decreasing weight then select as a match the
1st
nk that satisfies (X^tpi^i^) < j32-o-2t_lk where (3 is a small multiple (typically
2.5) and a2 is the variance components of the current nk. Note that when the lumi
nance value of Xitt drops below a low-luminance threshold, the chroma components
of the pixel's state are not used during the matching phase. For the low-luminance
threshold a value of 16 seems to be experimentally sufficient. Also, if the depth data
is invalid or if too many pixels contributing to nk have invalid depth, the depth is
omitted from the matching phase. Finally, the weights u>ij-i,k are not normalized.




where vk indicates the number of observations that had valid depth and p is a
chosen threshold, a value of 0.2 has been commonly chosen.
3. If no Gaussian in the mixture is found to match X^t the Gaussian ranked last in
weight is replaced by a new Gaussian. This Gaussian is given: a mean equal to A'lt;
an arbitrarily high variance; and a low weight where the new weight is, at the very
least, less than the weight of the Gaussian it is replacing. The current pixel is deemed
as a foreground pixel.
4. If amatch is found within the mixture ofGaussians, Xitt is background if the matched
Gaussian is part of the background collection. Otherwise, the pixel is marked as
foreground. The matched Gaussian is then adapted by the following scheme:
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AAa = I1 ~ a)^i,i-i,fc + ttACiit
<A?a = (1
- )<^i,t-i,fc + a(A^,t -
tM,t-i,k)2 (2-25)
^t,t,fc = (1 - aKt-U- + a(DVal)
where a is the rate of adaptation and falls within the range 0 to 1 inclusive. Note
that Ui^k is the aforementioned valid depth contribution indicator and none of the
variances are allowed to fall below an arbitrary minimum value to prevent them from
reaching zero. Also, the closer the value of a is to zero the slower the adaptation
rate. Conventionally, a. is chosen to be small. For example, 0.00006 has been shown
to give acceptable experimental results in a high traffic environment. Similarly, the
weight of each Gaussian is updated by:
Wi,t,jt = (1 - a)ui^uk + aMUM (2.26)
where Mi<t<k is a 1 for the nk that matched the observation and 0 for all other nk.
5. In the case where the current - and reliable - depth data matches the mean depth of
the Gaussian, the color matching criterion could be relaxed by increasing the match
ing tolerance j3 for only the chrominance components. This is optional.
6. The adaptation rate a is greatly reduced at all pixels where the historical
"activity"
level A is above a threshold H. H can be chosen to be 5. The activity level is
computed by:
M,t,k = (1 tyAi,t-l,k + M-^L,i,t ~ ^-L,i,t-l\ (2.27)
where A is the activity level adaptation rate and can be chosen to be 0.09. Addition
ally, Xi^^t is the luminance component of the pixel state vector X;.t. The learning
rate is reduced by a factor . Harville et al. recommends choosing that factor within
the range 5 and 20.
7. After updating each Gaussian at each time step the Gaussians representing back
ground and foreground must be chosen. Gaussians are chosen to be background if:
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Figure 2.3: Mixture of Gaussian Background Subtraction. This example illustrates the
method created by Harville et al. [21]. Each pixel is modeled using 3 Gaussians. Be
fore background subtraction (a); After background subtraction is turned on for a time (b);
Showing the new foreground pixels as a subject enters the frame (c); Showing the effects
ofmotion on the background subtraction algorithm (d); and showing the object begin to
become background once again (e).
(a) For Gaussians having reliable depth information and whose normalized weight
Jk = u!k/(J2ki^k) exceeds a low threshold Td, the nk with the largest depth
mean is selected as background. The threshold TD is usually chosen within the
range 0.1 to 0.2.
(b) Add nk in order of decreasing weight to the background model until the total
weight of all selected Gaussians exceeds a second threshold T. As T increases
the more likely each Gaussian will be chosen as background. A value of 0.4 for
threshold T has been shown to be experimentally sufficient.
Background subtraction with mixture of Gaussians strikes a great balance between com
putation time and accuracy. Also, the ratio of accuracy versus computation time can be
changed simply by increasing or decreasing the number of Gaussians used per pixel. For
this reason, a technique very similar to the method proposed in Harville et al. [21] will be
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used in this system.
Many of the other popular background subtraction techniques are not conducive to a
real time environment [50], due to this they will not be discussed. For explanation on other
background segmentation techniques refer to [50]. Within this paper kernel density esti
mation, sequential kernel density approximation, co-occurrence of image variations and
eigenbackgrounds are all discussed.
Note that all these techniques are only valid for static camera background subtraction.
If background subtraction is to be performed within an active camera environment motion
estimation will have to be done and this brings a whole new subset of challenges. Active
camera background subtraction usually follows two paths, either compensating for camera
motion [38] or building appearance models of the background [51].
2.1.4 Summary
At the core of the preprocessing stages in a human-computer interface system is a desire
to emphasize the features of the objects that the system is interested in. In this system, the
interested objects are the hands and the head. Using a three-pronged assault made up of
color segmentation, edge segmentation and background subtraction on the raw video stream
the goal is accomplished. Now, the location of each hand and the head must be detected.
Once that is done the tracking algorithm can proceed.
2.2 Hand Detection
"We balance probabilities and choose the most likely. It is the scientific use of the imagi
nation."
Sherlock Holmes
The previous step, feature segmentation, emphasized particular hand and head features
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within the current frame. Detection has the responsibility of collecting, organizing, ana
lyzing, and interpreting these features into more meaningful measurements. This mean-
ingfulness is subject to the type of tracking algorithm used. In general, the detection stage
converts from raw, independent features to a measurement which determines, both implic
itly and explicitly, the object's shape, orientation, size, and position. Regarding the goal of
tracking the human hands and head, the depth and breadth of feature computation required
by the detection phase depends on the level of sophistication needed by the tracking algo
rithm. The measurements required by the detection phase can require locating the largest
contiguous region of skin pixels or determining the configuration of the hand down to each
articulated motion capable point including the knuckle and wrist. One cannot discuss de
tection techniques without thinking about tracking algorithms or the features previously
segmented.
Detection is an important step. It will initialize the tracking algorithm before it be
gins to execute, and is crucial, while the tracker executes, to the continued accuracy of
the tracker's output. Detection algorithms focus on satisfying the two families of tracking
algorithms which dominate present tracking algorithms. The division [35] [60] [70] [74] is
between filter-based methods and template-based methods. For the purposes of this sec
tion, the discussion has been limited to methods that do not make inferences on the object's
motion; such methods are more closely related to the responsibility of tracking algorithms.
The detection algorithms discussed deal only with determining the object's size, location,
and orientation.
2.2.1 Filter-BasedMethods
Filter-based methods are only as accurate as the segmented features; underlying errors
will be propagated through to the tracker. However, it is uncommon for these techniques
to have extreme reactions to a noisy feature stream; the estimate may be inaccurate, but if
the feature set is reasonable, the result should not be ostentatiously wrong. This conclusion
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stems from filter-based models assuming very little about the data given to it.
At their simplest, these methods find the largest region(s) of a contiguous feature such
as skin pixels. By finding the three largest skin regions - or four, since the head is com
monly divided into two separate objects - the hands and head can be sufficiently detected
in some tracking system embodiments. Locating the largest skin regions is essentially a
simple calculation. The largest skin regions are found by processing the skin pixels via
a technique called connected components, which collects the skin pixels into connected
regions and counts the number of pixels in each contiguous region. This process is com
monly accomplished by a two-pass sliding window operation. The first pass, starting at
the upper left corner of the frame and proceeding to the right then down, gives a unique
label to each pixel that is not adjacent, in the historical sense, to other pixels classified as
skin. Otherwise, it assigns the current pixel with a label equal to one of the labels held by
a surrounding skin pixel. The second pass, starting at the lower right corner of the frame
and proceeding to the left and then up, assigns, conventionally, the lowest value from the
surrounding skin pixels to the current position. Once completed, the connected compo
nents algorithm will organize skin pixels, or some other feature set, into unique labeled
regions. The technique of connected components as a hand detection scheme is common
[46] and the accuracy is still incrementally improving through the efforts of researchers
[1]. Although the most common embodiment, filtering methods are not limited to simply
connecting pixels that have been classified as skin. Other like methods include historical
. backprojection [23] which emphasize differences between skin pixels.
Filter-based detection algorithms have a strong following among researchers, for they
enable the fast localization of objects and are highly robust to geometric variations. How
ever, their accuracy can sometimes be suspect. Regardless, they remain perfect for quickly




Figure 2.4: Examples of fingertip templates. Fingertip patterns [a], Finger-space patterns
[bl
2.2.2 Template-Based Methods
Tempiate-based methods, whose theory can be applied to the boundaries of skin-pixel
areas or edge maps, perform detection through the means of locating areas matching a
particular pre-defined pattern. When applied to a skin-pixel area, these methods look for
a particular configuration of skin and non-skin pixels within a finite window. Figure 2.4
illustrates examples of such windows.
In addition to locating the fingertips or knuckles within hand regions, they are also com
monly utilized within a face detection system [70]. Yang et al. surveys a number of face
detection algorithms [74]. The method described by Vezhnevets et al. detects faces by lo
cating contour patterns that represent the eye, nose, chin, and lips within a face region [70].
During localization, a contour is iteratively fit to eye candidates based on the intensity value
changes. From the plurality of candidates, the best fitting contour is selected. Algorithms
such as this are computationally expensive and the method just discussed exemplifies this
shortcoming. Each frame takes 15 to 20 seconds on a Pentium IV 1.8 GHz machine [70].
Template-based methods are discussed further in section 2.4
2.2.3 Hybrid Detection
In a general setting, detecting object positions via a single feature can be a daunting
task. Skin color segmentation performs quite well but fails under certain conditions; the
same is true for edge information. The complexity (i.e. cluttered backgrounds, overlapping
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skin color regions, dynamic backgrounds, etc.) of a general environment limits the measur-
ability of any one feature. To take care of this, researchers have used a hybrid approach by
combining feature extraction techniques [60]. This approach has shown to be quite power
ful. In his work on comparing the edge and color hand classifiers, Stenger noted that color
is well-suited to excluding background regions, while edge information improves classifi
cation performance [60]. His motivation to combining the two classifiers is simply to build
a more robust tracker; one that is capable of detection when the hand overlaps the face (the
case when skin color classifiers break down) and when the hand is surrounded by a clut
tered background (the case when edge classifiers fail). These two features were combined
using a weighted sum, whose weight was found experimentally via the distribution of 1000
positively and 1000 negatively classified subregions, the best match was chosen out of all
subregions analyzed in the current frame.
The multicamera system being created, driven by motivation similar to Stenger's, uses
both skin and edge features in its hand detection scheme. Note that Stenger's method is not
capable of executing over the entire image in real-time on raw frames of size 320 x 240; his
fastest template correlation computation, which computed the dot-product of 10000 image
patches of size 128 x 128 on a 2.4 GHz Pentium IV machine, executed in 13 milliseconds.
Extrapolating to a 320 x 240 image, this correlation calculation would require a tenth of a
second - and this is just for the fastest but also most inaccurate template. The next fastest
template is a whole order of magnitude more computationally expensive, while the slowest
is over 40 times slower [60]. Therefore, the detection phase of this system will comprise of
the following steps:
1. With the frame processed to segment out the skin color pixels and edge pixels, the
resulting skin color regions are connected together via a connected components al
gorithm. The size, width, height, and center pixel coordinate of each skin region are
recorded. The three largest connected regions are assumed to be the hand and head of
the subject within the frame. The center pixel coordinates of each connected region
gives a rough estimate of the location. However, it must be noted that this center is
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not usually equal to the true center of the hand.
2. The location of the skin regions must be refined. This is accomplished by keeping the
shape and size constant but sliding this shape within a particular window and find
ing the optimal position based on both skin and edge information. The maximum
width and height of the skin region defines the sliding window. Through an itera
tive process, points within the sliding window are chosen as the current center and a
weighted sum of the skin likelihood and edge strength is computed from a set con
sisting of surrounding pixels. This set is equal to the height, width, and shape of the




The above equation is used by Stenger and he experimentally found the optimal
weight to vary little between different hand poses [60]. Similarly, the weighted sum
computation could also be done by a linear cost calculation:
h w
c = YI2 aCi>j + (1~ a^ (2-29)
l=0 j=0
where, in both equations, ( is the cumulative sum in the current window, i is the
current row in the window, j is the current column in the window, h is the maximum
height of the window, w is the maximum width of the window, a is the tunable
weight, citj is the color cost of the current pixel, and eitj is the edge cost of the
current pixel. This operation is further optimized to only accumulate the weighted
cost sum when both the color and edge costs are non-zero.




"Ifwe can really understand the problem, the answer will come out of it, because the an
swer is not separate from the problem."
Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895 - 1986)
Tracking an object means to identify and follow the same object, temporally, over an
image sequence. This entails collecting observations and defining the dynamics of the ob
ject in order to make predictions about the object's motion. Tracking algorithms analyze
history to predict the future. Tracking both rigid and articulated motion of the hand has
been a fundamental problem within the HCI field [60].
Even today, research is continually expanding and the potential of such applications
are quite appealing. Applications include, but are definitely not limited to, the detection
of a pointing hand [56], detection of a specific set of hand gestures [36] and sign language
recognition [27]. Many of these systems have shown accurate results. Unfortunately, the
environments they operate under are extremely constrained. The constraints include: uni
form or static backgrounds [56] [5], clean skin color segmentation [33], wrist/hand delim
itation (i.e. wristband, sensor gloves) [36][54], manual or costly initialization [60], slow
hand motion [33], unoccluded fingertips [73] and limiting the range of motion [27]. In a
general setting none of these constraints hold. Environments are typically cluttered. Skin
color segmentation is inherently noisy. Intrusive techniques are cumbersome. Hand mo
tion is typically nonlinear, very fast and susceptible to occlusions. Additionally, complex
tracking algorithms can have intense initialization costs. Manual and costly initialization
is not conducive to real-time environments. These challenges make the choice of tracking
algorithm quite difficult.
Tracking algorithms are conventionally split into two families [35] [60]. The division
occurs between so-called appearance based and 3D model based methods. Appearance-
based methods take inferences and make classification decisions from the current feature
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space. These inferences are strictly limited to the level of description in the feature-set.
On the other hand, three dimensional model based methods fit the model to the feature-set,
where the model parameters are tuned to the current feature-set. The level of description
in the model is not limited by the descriptiveness inherent in the features. However, the
feature-set does limit the accuracy of the model fit. What follows is a discussion on the
wide spectrum of available tracking algorithms.
2.3.1 Mean-Shift
Mean-shift [14][76], an appearance-base method that is quite efficient at tracking 2-D
regions, aims to maximize the correlation between two histograms. One histogram repre
sents the expected distribution of the desired object. The second histogram is found through
an iterative process which locates the best match from a number of candidate regions. The
distributions formed by these histograms can be generated by any number of features in
cluding color, texture or feature gradient.
Given an original distribution describing the object being tracked and the location of
that object, the core of the mean-shift algorithm is the computation of the object's new
location based on both the old object's location and the mean-shift vector. This vector is
computed via:
A _ EaA"(-z)-^(QHQ-z) (23())
Ea(A> ~ X) W(a))
where Ax is the mean-shift vector; the summations are performed, over the entire window
of pixels a, around the original object location x; K is a kernel operation which is com
monly Gaussian or flat; and u is the weighting function associated with the samples. This
equation is repeated until convergence. Once converged, Ax is added to x to find the pre
dicted object location x'.
The above equation reveals the non-parametric nature of mean-shift wherein the ker
nel can be changed to better suit the dynamics of the object being tracked. Additionally,
the kernel function determines the window size [14]. If too large, the distributions can be
inundated with noisy background pixels which cause the tracker to become distracted by
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that clutter. It can also cause the algorithm to converge between multiple modes in the
distribution as opposed to the desired maximum mode. If the kernel scale is too small, the
algorithm is afflicted by poor object localization. Collins [14] noted that this condition is
especially troublesome when using mean shift in an active camera environment. There is
no optimal mechanism to determine the appropriate kernel scale as the methods used to
choose such a scale are severely application dependent [14] [40] [77]. Another drawback
to the mean-shift algorithm is its inability to handle large object displacement and object
occlusions. This is largely due to mean-shift describing the object-of-interest by its current
distribution. There is rarely any state dynamic, state prediction, state correction or deter
ministic adaptation integrated into amean shift tracker [76]. There has recently been a push
by researchers to hybridize mean shift tracking. By combining mean shift with a secondary
tracking algorithm they hope to overcome mean shift's shortcomings [40][77].
2.3.2 Optical Flow
As discussed previously, optical flow can be used for objectmotion segmentation. How
ever, the theory can be applied to: infer 3D motion; structure parameters of the camera and
scene; perform motion-compensated encoding; and compute stereo disparity [28]. The
ability to infer 3D motion is the important property that allows it to be used as a tracking
algorithm.
Optical flow computes the 2D motion field of the image. The field can be a number
'
of different grain sizes, starting from the subpixel level. Further, these 2D moments are
the projection into the image plane of the object's 3D motion. Optical flow is comprised of
three subgroups, which differ in how they compute the image velocity: differential methods
use changes in spatiotemporal intensity; frequency methods use the phase information of
the image; and correlation methods compute velocities by matching image features over a
limited sequence of images. For an in-depth look at correlation-based optical flow tracking
see [44]. What follows is a more in-depth look at the gradient optical flow method. For
the following derivation the image is modeled as a ID position and time variant intensity
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function:
f(x) = I(x,t) = I(x + dx,t + dt) (2.31)
After expanding the above equation into a Taylor series and ignoring the high order terms
it follows that the change in brightness is a pure translation:
dl dl
,
dx + -r-dt = 0 (2.32)
dx dt
This shows that the change in intensity with respect to time is only dependant on the x
and y components. Further, this shows that optical flow is constrained by assuming that
the brightness stays constant with respect to time. It also reveals that the intensity changes
must be differentiable. In other words, the changes must be sufficiently small. Therefore,
the velocity vector is estimated as:
91/dt
nv = ~T/77Tr (2-33)dl/dx
Iterating the above equation until convergence helps refine the velocity vector. This is done
by keeping the % term constant but using a new | term where it is reevaluated with the
position estimated by the current v vector.
Extending this formulation into a two dimensional intensity image, I(x,y,t), causes
there to be one equation and two unknowns (the partial intensity gradients from x and y).
This problem, known as the aperture problem, means that for a single pixel only movement
perpendicular to the brightness gradient can be detected. With one unknown, the intensity
velocity can only be a point. With two unknowns, however, the intensity velocity is now
described by a line, while the estimated velocity vector only describes the magnitude and
direction of translation to a single point on that line. To solve the aperture problem, it is
common to assume the flow field is smooth locally and to then group pixels together locally
where they will be given the same motion components. A least-squares minimization can
then be used to solve for the velocity vector. Lucas and Kanade were the first to propose
this solution [37].
Optical flow is used quite extensively in object tracking systems. Such systems include:
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[15], which uses a constrained version of optical flow to define the motion of the 3D model
that the tracking system utilizes; [76], which demonstrates the success of optical flow track
ing systems via the use of image velocity clusters to compute the objectmotion. Regardless
of the success, optical flow systems still struggle against their reliance on constant bright
ness (general environments violate this) and their assumption of small motion (handmotion
can easily violate this). There are algorithms better suited to the hand tracking problem.
Optical flow is best used in a system similar to [15] where optical flow methods are used
to augment a more comprehensive tracking algorithm, such as a 3D model tracker. For
additional fundamental reading on optical flow, see Barron et al. 's comparison of a number
of popular optical flow techniques.
2.3.3 Active Contour Tracking
First proposed by Kass et al. in 1987 within their paper "Snakes - Active Contour Mod
els,"
the active contour tracking algorithm deforms a contour around a set of features [32].
An active contour is an ordered set of points where, upon a starting contour estimation, the
contour approaches the true boundary via an energy minimization problem. These energies
can include internal energy, image energy, and external energy. The energy in the contour
is defined by:
tot = / {oi(s)econt + j3(s)ecurv + -){s)eimage)ds (2.34)
where etot is the total amount of energy in the contour; ccmtycurv, and eirnage are the re
spective energy terms describing the influence of contour continuity, contour curvature and
image properties such as the image gradient; and a(s), p(s), and j(s) are functions that
control the influence of the different energies over the total energy. During the iterative
minimization, an energy term is computed for each point within the current contour point's
neighborhood:
Etot,i = a(s)Ecmt + (3(s)ECUTV + ~f(s)Eimage (2.35)
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where Etoti, Econtti, EcurVti, and EimageA arematrices corresponding to the neighborhood of
the current contour point i and the center of each matrix is the current contour point; EtotA
describes the total energy; Econt4, Ecurv4, and EimageJ are the respective energy terms
describing the influence of contour continuity, contour curvature and image properties;
a(s), P(s), and -y(s) are the energy influence controlling functions. During the deforming
process, each point is moved to the point with the minimum entry in the EtoU matrix.
For the classic formulation of the Snake algorithm to operate properly, the changes in
both the position and form of the object needs to be sufficiently small between frames; hand
motion can easily violate this condition. Under large changes in position and form, active
contours are susceptible to converging on local minima, not the actual object boundary.
The active contour algorithm has been used in hybrid tracking environments to assist it with
resolving the large jumps in position and form [76]. The problems of using active contours
in an active camera environment have also been addressed as the motion introduced by the
camera requires special handling [76].
For the needs of the gesture tracking system being developed, active contours provide
a level of descriptiveness that is not needed; the hand and head gestures are sufficiently
described by the three dimensional path. The outer contour of those objects is not needed.
A region tracker is sufficient for our problem. Therefore, the relative complexity of an
active contour tracker is not needed. However, regarding the pose estimation problem,
active contour methods are more applicable. It would be very advantageous to use this
method to refine the edges segmented during preprocessing before attempting to estimate
the hand pose; however, the amount of computation needed by such a system would not
satisfy the real time constraint. Refer to the Future Work section for more discussion on
integrating active contours into the pose estimation system.
2.3.4 Three-Dimensional Model Tracking
As previously stated, three-dimensional model based methods attempt to tune the para
meters of a pre-defined 3D hand model to the current segmented features. From the given
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feature-set, the parameters of the 3D model are tuned to minimize the error cost. The 3D
model (e.g. 2.5) is subject to certain constraints based on the expected dynamics of the
hand's motion. For example, Stenger discusses how to both build and use a 3D hand model
using second order dynamics [60]. Such a model is built by choosing a number of degrees
of freedom (DOF) that will represent the substantive components of the hand. In order to
completely capture both articulated and rigid motion, the hand needs to be modeled us
ing 27 DOF's. This number of freely varying variables is extremely difficult to handle in
real-time; also, finding a feature-set of that high dimension which can be reliably tracked
is a difficult task. Therefore, the hand is generally simplified into less DOF's; as shown in
[60], even 6 to 7 DOF's, although still viably successful as a tracking model, can still be
unwieldy during whole-frame detection. Each DOF variability is then constrained based
on the limitations of the real-world dynamics; the inability of a finger to bend completely
backwards is an example of such a constraint. Other dynamics, of which Stenger uses both
in his model [60], can include constant velocity and/or constant acceleration.
Although typically requiring more computation, 3D model tracking, under the right
conditions, can outperform their appearance-based counterparts - they can describe the
hand in ways other methods are incapable of. However, when subject to unexpected dy
namics the 3D model cannot fit properly to the current data. This causes the tracking phase
to be both unstable and potentially explosive. Additionally, occlusion during the object's
motion is difficult to seamlessly handle. As a result of this, a common problem with 3D
model trackers is that they cannot maintain track of their object for extended periods of
time.
Once they inevitably lose track, they must go through their costly initialization phase.
Model initialization, which many systems perform manually, is generally formulated as a
detection problem. For example, Stenger handles the initialization problem by formulating
it as a detection problem. In his implementation, the hand candidates are fed through a
hierarchical search tree made up of a discrete number of poses and the bestmatch is chosen






Figure 2.5: An example of a quadric-based 3D hand model [60]
3D model methods require the preprocessing stage to be much more accurate thereby
removing any noise source that could cause such dynamic violations. Even when pre
processing is severely accurate, the object often violates the observation model. This also
causes the tracking to fail. For 3D model tracking in general, initialization is costly and
the real-time constraint is generally unsatisfied. However, 3D models have been shown to
handle slow hand motion in constrained environments. Despite the challenges of imple
mentation, 3D model methods are becoming more popular for both hand and face tracking
[60][15].
2.3.5 Kalman Filter Based Tracking
Kalman filters belong to the family of recursive Bayesian estimation that encompasses
statistical estimation wherein: the object is reduced to a set of parameters; the state of
the parameters is used to draw inferences about the object; and, as new measurements
are taken, the parameters are continually updated [10]. By maintaining a Bayesian view
on estimation, the posterior density function of the parameters is sought based on the the
current set of observations. Consider
Bayes' Law:
,v, x p{zt\Xt)p(Xt)
p(Xt\zt) = p-, (2.36)
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where p(Xt\zt) is the posterior density function of the state vector Xt given observation
set zt; p(zt\Xt) is the probability density function of the observation set; p(Xt) is the prior
density function; andp(cj) is found by:
Pi*t) = I p(zt\Xt)p(Xt)dXt (2.37)
The estimation is usually expressed in two steps: the prediction step and the update step.
Assuming the posterior is given from the previous time step, the state distribution is pre
dicted as:
piXtlzu-i) = I P(Xt\Xt_l)p(Xt_1\z1:t_1)dXt_1 (2.38)
After a new observation is obtained, the distribution is updated as follows:
p(Xt\z1:t) = ipity'piztlXMXtlz-u-,) (2.39)
where ip(t) is a partition function defined by:
A(0 = J p{zt\Xt)p(Xt\Zl..t.{)dXt (2.40)
The standard Kalman filter, proposed in 1960 [31], is an optimal filter thatminimizes the
mean squared error of the state estimation. Kalman developed the optimality for systems
with linear dynamics and observations skewed by white additive noise. The linear process
is described as:
xt = Atxt-i + Btut-i + wt-i (2.41)
where xt is the state vector in with dimension n at time t; At and Bt describe the linear
dynamics; xt-\ is the state vector from the previous time step; ut-\ is the (optional) input
with dimension ; and wt-i is a random process noise that is modeled by an independent,
zero-mean normal distribution with covariance matrix EPt ; this distribution is denoted as
wt ~ J\f(0, EPJ. The system measurements are given as:
zt = Htxt + vt (2.42)
where zt is the measurement with respect to the states xt subject to linear observations Ht
and skewed by some random measurement noise vt that is modeled by an independent,
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zero-mean normal distribution with some covariance Emt; vt ~ A/'(0,EmJ. Following
convention, superscripts indicate whether values are computed before (those with a ) or
computed after (those with a +) the newmeasurement zt is obtained. Note thatp(A'f|ci:t_i)
is modeled by a normal distribution with mean x7 and covariance H7; this distribution is
denoted as p(Xt\zi:t_1) ~ JV(x7, SJ"). Also note that p(Xt\zi-t) is modeled by a normal
distribution with mean x+ and covariance E+; this distribution is denoted as p(Xt\zi:t) ~
ff(xt, E+). The prediction step, assuming zero control input ut, is as follows:
x7 = Atx+_ : (2.43)
E"
= AE+i^f + Smt (2-44)
The update step comprises the following calculations:
Kt = Y,-Hj(HtY,/Hj +
E^)"1 (2.45)
x+
= + Kt(zt- Htx7 ) (2.46)
E+
= (I- KtHt)T,7 (2.47)
where Kt is the Kalman filter gain. Also, x and
E^"
must be initialized prior to the filter
ing process. The initial values are system specific. Figure 2.6 illustrates the propagation
through a Kalman filter.
The design of the Kalman filter is tied directly to linear stochastic systems. Different
flavors of the Kalman filter were developed to tackle the problem on nonlinear dynamics
and tracking. The extended Kalman filter linearizes the system and observation functions
by a first-order Taylor expansion wherein the high-order terms are discarded. The lin
earized system is then used as the input to a standard Kalman filter. The unscentedKalman
filter, and their sigma point counterparts, wrap nonlinear handles around a standard Kalman
filter. The nonlinear system and observation functions are subjected to sigma points which
capture the mean and covariance of the Gaussian random variable. These sigma points are
sampled to approximate the distribution, not the nonlinearity of the state dynamics. For






Figure 2.6: Density propagation from a Kalman filter. Propagation as it occurs over a
single time-step. Included are the three phases of the Kalman process: deterministic drift
due to object dynamics; diffusion from the random noise component; and a reactive effect
due to the observations.
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to [72], and for additional discussion on the standard and unscented Kalman filter refer to
[60]. None of these variants address the tracking of systems following multi-modal non-
Gaussian state dynamics.
A traditional approach to tracking based on the standard Kalman filter and its vari
ants have been shown to be inadequate for hand tracking [60][76]. The dynamics of hand
motion is neither Gaussian nor intrinsically linear. Instead, it is multi-modal and non-
Gaussian. Even though hand motion can be quite smooth, it can be quite abrupt. Finger
flexion or extension can be as short as one tenth of a second [60]. When under these con
ditions, due to the Kalman filter's underlying assumptions being violated, the performance
of a Kalman filter degrades significantly.
2.3.6 Particle Filters
A different approach needs to be taken in order to handle the tracking of agile objects
within the presence of cluttered backgrounds. Particle filters, otherwise known as Sequen
tial Monte-Carlo methods, have been around since the 1950's. These methods were shifted
into the machine intelligence and tracking world in response to the need to better track
real-world systems that involve elements of non-Gaussian, nonlinear and non-stationary
behavior. The particles are guaranteed to converge on a sequence of probability distribu
tions virtually without any assumptions. This technique has the ability to handle the task
of tracking hands in a computationally efficient manner.
First proposed in 1998 by Isard and Blake [24], CONDENSATION (Conditional Den
sity Propagation) is a particle filtering algorithm that makes no assumptions regarding the
linearity, Gaussianity, and unimodality of the probability distributions. The algorithm com
bines statistical sampling used in static, non-Gaussian problems with a stochastic model
used to deal with object motion. This algorithm has demonstrated its strengths in both sta
tic [24] and active [76] camera hand tracking systems with cluttered backgrounds.
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The CONDENSATION algorithm
The CONDENSATION algorithm, like any particle filtering algorithm, uses a plurality
of competing samples to describe the object's state distribution. Tracking from the particle
set entails an iterative process comprised by four distinct steps. At each time step: the
algorithm resamples from the particle set, forming the prior distribution; predicts the new
state vector; applies new weights to the particles; and computes the estimated state vector.
The following is a more detailed description of the CONDENSATION algorithm [24] [76].
At the current time step t, the object-of-interest is characterized by the state vector xt
with dimension n; the state dynamics is influenced by its history Xt = {xi, ..., xt-\} in a
temporal Markov chain manner; and the feature set segmented in the image is denoted by zt
with dimension m and a history Zt = {zi, ..., ct_i}. The system dynamics are described by
a stochastic equation. For example, a zero-control input stochastic equation can be defined
as:
xnt = Axnt_x + Bwnt (2.48)
where A is the deterministic nxn system dynamics; B is the stochastic nxn portion mod
eling the influence of uncertainties in the state evolution; wt is a n x 1 vector of random
variables modeling the uncertainty. Note that B can possibly be time adaptive. The obser
vations zt are assumed to be independent, both mutually and with respect to the dynamical




Integrating over xt reveals the condition ofmutual independence:
t
p(zt\xt) = n ?(*.*) (2-5)
i=i
or equivalently:
p(Zt\Xt = p(zt\Zt^,Xt)p(Zt-1\Xt) (2.51)
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With themeasurementmodel in place, the propagation of state density can be described.
The state density takes into account all collected data and represents all deductible infor
mation about the state at time t. Following Bayes' rule and in accordance with both the
Markov chain process and the independence of the observations from the states, the prop
agation of state density over time can be expressed as:
p(xt\Zt) = ktp(zt\xt)p(xt\Zt-f) (2.52)
where
p(xt\Zt-i) = / p(xt\xt-i)p(xt-i\Zt-i) (2.53)
Jxt-i
and kt is a normalization constant that does not depend on xt. Together, equation 2.52
and 2.53 provide the propagation of the conditional state density from p(xt_i\Zt-i) to
p(xt\Zt-i) which is superimposed one time-step from the dynamical model p(xt\xt-i).
In a cluttered environment, the observation density p(zt\xt) is non-Gaussian. There
fore, the evolving state density p(xt\Zt) is also non-Gaussian. The problem then becomes
how to, while maintaining computational efficiency, apply a nonlinear filter to evaluate the
evolving state density [24]. CONDENSATION approximates this process using a tech
nique called factored sampling, which is one of the key techniques in CONDENSATION.
Indeed, with respect to its success tracking non-linear, non-Gaussian object motion, the
factored sampling techniques used by those systems has been the critical element [76]; im
portance sampling can also be used and it allows for samples to be concentrated around
important state-space areas [25]. Importance sampling was used in a contour-based hand
tracking system under a cluttered background by Isard and Blake [25].
Factored sampling proceeds by first drawing a set of samples Sf = {sx,...,sN} from
the prior density. An index i e {!,..., N} is chosen with probability 7Tj. These weights are
defined by:
7Ti = Xl, , (2.54)Pz(Sj)
Ef=lPz(Sj)
where pz(x) is the conditional observation density p(z\x = s/) or p(z\x = sA appropri
ately. The weighted point-set serves as a representation of the posterior density p(x\z) and
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probability
Figure 2.7: CONDENSATION'S factored sampling. A set ofpoints is randomly sampled
from the prior density. Each sample is weighted and the posterior density is represented by
this weighted point-set. The sample and weight determine the size of the blobs, which in
turn describes the shape of the sampled distribution.
the approximation grows increasingly accurate as Af increases. Figure 2.7 illustrates the
factored sampling process; the blobs below the plot represent the weighted point-set. The




when g(x) = x the mean of the posterior is calculated by the above equation; when
g(x) = xxT, the variance is calculated. Figure 2.8 illustrates a complete time step in
the CONDENSATION algorithm. The algorithm can also be summarized by the following
steps:
1 . Sample from the prior distribution to construct a new sample-set for time t where
the sample-set consists of N sample-weight pairs {st,n,7rtj} where n = l,...,N.
This is done by the appropriate factored or importance sampling method. For t = 0
the weights can be initialized to each be l/N and the prior can be any appropriate
distribution.
2. Predict s'tn by sampling from p(xt\xt-\ = st,n) where each st,n must be chosen
(order is arbitrary). Generate said s'tn by processing the st,n through the system
dynamics. For example, in the case with the dynamics governed by a linear stochastic
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differential equation, the s'tn may be generated as: s'tn = As't n + BwUn where
wt,n is a vector of standard normal random variables and BBT is the process noise
covariance (for a system that uses dynamics different than the one described here see
[26]; higher-order autoregressive processes are also common [9]).
3. Weight the new samples according to the new measurement zt:
flt.n = P{Zt\Xt = St,n) (2.56)
where the weights 7r4n are normalized such that ^2n 7rin = 1.
4. Estimate the desired mean property from the new distribution via:
n
where et is the estimate.
CONDENSATION, in its classical form, is robust to temporary occlusions of dissimilar
objects. However, when this algorithm is used to track multiple objects whose appearance
is very similar, CONDENSATION can fail. This problem is derived to the.multiple objects
all utilizing the same appearance model to support each object. Bringing this down another
level, the similar object's appearance models use the same image features to propagate the
tracking algorithm, thereby injecting a great deal of ambiguity into the system. The clas
sical CONDENSATION algorithm has been extended to deal with multiple objects [9]. In
this form of CONDENSATION, the particles, when deemed they are being occluded, are
made subordinate to the occluder. The dynamics of the subordinate particles are propa
gated differently than if they were not occluded [9].
The performance of the classical CONDENSATION formulation is also vulnerable
when used to track high-dimensional state spaces or objects with unknown motion mod
els. Systems typically compensate for this by using more complex sampling algorithms.
Philomin et al. [48] developed a zero-order motion model with a large noise component
where samples were generated by quasi-random sampling in order to track pedestrians
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Figure 2.8: A single time-step in the CONDENSATION algorithm.
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with an active camera. Zhu [76] used a dynamic model and sampling technique very simi
lar to the one developed by Philomin et al.
CONDENSATION will be the tracking algorithm used by this system. This algorithm
enables a plurality of multimodal, non-Gaussian objects to be easily tracked; it exhibits a
robustness to the presence of clutter; it has a low computational cost enabling real-time
use; and it incorporates a priori knowledge about the dynamic behavior. All of these qual
ities contribute to the potential CONDENSATION has to solve the hand gesture tracking
problem.
2.3.7 Tracking using Stereoscopic Cameras
To completely capture the information of a hand gesture the system will have to capture
the three-dimensional (3D) real-world coordinates of each hand. Recovering the 3D posi
tion of the hand is not new and, in fact, has been implemented successfully in a number of
systems [76] [2]. Additionally, the problem is tackled as a geometry problem [20]. Finding
the three-dimensional position of an object requires at least two views of the object. This
is typically accomplished by using two cameras organized in a stereoscopic setup [2], al
though any multiple camera system will suffice. The cameras must be calibrated in such
a way so that it becomes trivial to relate image pixel values to real world coordinates. A
calibration algorithm will solve for the unknown parameters which relate one camera view
to another. The parameters are both intrinsic and extrinsic to the cameras. Further, if the
cameras change position the calibration will have to be redone since the geometry of the
system has changed.
Calibration is done by any number of techniques. One widely used technique is Tsai's
method [67]. In his seminal 1987 paper, Tsai proposed a calibration method using opti
mization techniques that took into account the effect of lens distortion. Once calibrated
the stereo disparity [45] can be generated and, subsequently, the 3D coordinates can be
calculated. See figure 2.9 for an illustration on the geometry of a stereoscopic camera.




Figure 2.9: Stereoscopic triangulation with non-intersecting rays
2.4 Hand Pose Estimation
"The hidden harmony is better than theobvious."
Pablo Picasso (1881 - 1973)
"Argumentation cannot suffice for the discovery of new work, since the subtlety of Na
ture is greatermany times than the subtlety of
argument."
Sir Francis Bacon (1561 - 1626)
Methods of hand pose estimation have typically followed two different approaches, ei
ther a model-based or template-matching approach. In a model based approach, a three
dimensional model is fitted to the 2D mask of the hand by changing the parameters of the
model until a best fit is found [33]. Models of the hand vary greatly in complexity. This
is due, however, to the tradeoff between model accuracy and computation time [60]. As
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Figure 2.10: Skeletonization from the distance transform. Object [a], distance transform
[b], boundary evolution (level sets) [c], skeleton with outer boundary [d]; figure takenfrom
[62]
previously discussed, the hand itself is very complex, each finger can be modeled with four
or five degrees of freedom and when combined with rigid and articulated motion, the hand
has a total of 27 degrees of freedom. When successfully tracking the object, 3D models
can immediately give inferences on the hand pose by the configuration of the DOF's.
Regardless of the complexity of the model, model-based approaches suffer some short
comings: they are computationally expensive, they have to be initialized properly, and they
have difficulty maintaining track when the hand moves fast or nonlinearly. Models fail
because of two conditions: they are updated with only a limited amount of feedback from
the real-world object and their predictions are given under the assumption that the object
follows some sort of predictable dynamic behavior (i.e. constant velocity, constant acceler
ation, etc.) [60]. The failings of model-based approaches makes a template-based system
quite attractive.
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2.4.1 Template-Based Pose Estimation
A template matching approach does not make any assumptions about the underlying
dynamics of the object being tracked. They instead formulate the pose estimation problem
as a detection problem. Under this approach, hand pose estimation entails extracting fea
tures from the 2D visual appearance of the hand and matching it to an offline generated
template database. These templates can be generated in any number of ways, very com
mon is the projection of a three-dimensional model into a two-dimensional view [5][60],
although the templates could be generated from real data [60].
These templates are matched by shape context [64], iterated closest point algorithms
[60], or distance transform matching [5]. Shape context and iterated closest point algo
rithms require good initial alignment between the template and the object. Shape context is
robust to scale changes. At a basic level, shape context and other correspondence based ap
proaches involve matching an object to a particular object description; this is accomplished
by finding the corresponding best match for each point in the object.
Distance transform algorithms approximate the Euclidean distance between two points.
Such transforms when applied to a binary feature image, such as an edge map, approximate
the distance between a point and its closest feature point. This distance can be defined as:
D(p,_X") = min||p-a.|| (2.58)
xex
where D is the distance, p is the current point, and X is the set of feature points. There
are a number of different distance transforms and although two are popular - these being
Chamfer and Hausdorff [60] - the Chamfer distance has garnered the most interest [64] [7].
The Chamfer distance, which is illustrated in figure 2.10, can be computed using a two-
pass algorithm, where the contents of the filter are added to the values of the corresponding
image pixels; the minimum value is then chosen as the new value of the current pixel. Note
that for this formulation, an edge pixel is given a value of zero. Studies to quantify the
error between the Chamfer distance and the Euclidean distance has been done convering a
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Figure 2.1 1: Composite Chamfer distance transform filters of different sizes. The 3 by 3,
5 by 5, and 7 by 7 are shown centered around the current pixel +. A common 3 by 3 filter
has a = 1 and 6 = 4/3.
sized Chamfer filters.
Chamfer matching entails finding the minimum cost between the template and the
object. The cost function can be formulated in a number of ways. The directed Chamfer





where DC(X, Y) is the average distance of image X from image Y, \X\ is the total number
of feature points in X, and D(x, Y) is the Chamfer distance between points and the nearest
feature point in Y. The undirected Chamfer distance is defined by:
. Dc(IJ) =^fl(a) +^%^) (2.60)
I ' xex ' ' yeY
The undirected Chamfer distance has the advantage over the directed distance in that it pe
nalizes both points in X that have no close match in Y and points in Y that have no close
match to points in X. The directed Chamfer distance only does the former.
In general, the Chamfer distance is robust to small translations, rotations, and deforma
tions. However, it is usually not sufficient to center the template over the feature image and
expect to find the correct match; the centers of the template and the real hand are not usu
ally close enough to satisfy the
"small" translation constraint. Even with their robustness to
extremely small translations, rotations, and deformations, template approaches suffer from
requiring good localization between template and image. This malady can be remedied by
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solving a real-time prohibitive minimization problem [60]. Furthermore, they need a large
number of templates in order to properly capture all possible hand orientations and poses.
Eventually, exhaustively searching a large database to find the best match is not feasible
under real-time constraints. There has been a great deal of effort put forth in order to find a
search algorithm that counteracts this problem. These include hierarchical search patterns
[60] and reindexing the database into different embeddings [6] [4].
The pose estimation problem remains unsolved and has shown great resiliency towards
application in real-time systems. For example, one such template matching system that has
shown good accuracy in a real-time environment requires a six computer cluster to find
the 3D pose of a single hand surrounded by a black background [57]. Systems that do not
follow the real-time constraint instead focus on achieving a high degree of accuracy and
typically achieve performance of approximately one frame per minute [17] [60].
Stenger [60] discusses, quite extensively, template-based detection methods. He uses
template matching pose estimation as an initialization process for his 3D model tracker.
Included in his analysis are edge and skin color likelihood templates. He compares the per
formance of different detection templates that are generated in a number of ways including:
using a single hand pose as the basis of the template (center template); superimposing the
values of many different representative poses into one template (marginalized template);
and a template learned from real image data (linear classifier template). Each template
was then slid over the frame via a steepest gradient descent algorithm in order to find the
location of the hand. He found that the classifier trained on real data performed the best
when using edge information and the marginalized templates performed the best when us
ing color information.
2.4.2 Edge Versus Skeleton Templates
A traditional approach to template-based pose estimation is to match the edge map of






Figure 2.12: Chamfer matching with edge features. Error is introduced by change in scale
(a). Point i and point k have distance between them even though they are the same point
on the the finger. For small translations in (b), The distance is computed correctly between
point i and corresponding point j. For larger translations in (c), the distance is not com
puted correctly. The left-edge point i is now computed with respect to right-edge point k;
the Chamfermatching algorithm is no longer computing the distance to the corresponding
edge point.
reveals some errors and redundancies within the template composition. Edge contour tem
plates are adversely affected by varying finger widths; if the subject has thicker fingers
than the fingers in the template, errors will be injected into the chamfer matching process.
Further, the template is redundant since each finger is represented by a contour line that
outlines each side of the finger. Having two edges per finger also causes errors within the
Chamfer matching process - this is evidenced by figure 2.12. With only a small offset be
tween a template and the real data, the chamfer distance computes the correct distance; the
error terms are calculated by comparing the distance away from the correct corresponding
edge. However, once the offset is too great the error term is calculated from the incorrect
edge.
A finger's pose can be represented by its morphological skeleton [62]. This repre
sentation, an example of which can be seen in figure 2.10, sufficiently solves the scaling
and offset problems described above (also see figure 2.13). There are a number of differ
ent ways to compute skeletons [65], with a common procedure stemming from a distance




Figure 2.13: Benefits of using the skeleton for Chamfer matching. Edge map E(X) and
scaled edge map E(Y) with corresponding skeletons S(X) and S(Y) (a). When superim
posed, the skeletons, with respect to when edges are used, have much more overlap and
less distance between them (b). When under translation, the skeleton calculates the dis
tance correctly since the finger is only represented by a single center-line (c)
points along the DT gradient, the basic representation can be found [62]. Researchers have
been reticent to use skeletons because they are very unstable, especially to small changes
along the outer contour [55]. A small change in the contour can cause a large change in the
appearance of the skeleton, as illustrated in figure 2.14. This sensitivity is both a blessing
and a curse. When matching objects whose edge maps are very similar, but are in fact
different objects, the skeleton will be noticeably different. However, if the difference in the
edge map is due to noise, the skeleton will greatly magnify the impact of the noise. Without
dealing with this instability the effectiveness of skeletal matching would be reduced to an
unusable level.
August et al. have shown that all unstable skeletal points can be related to certain
properties of the contour [8]. They have called these unstable points: ligature points. Their
analysis takes the form of mathematical proofs and through these proofs they are able to
show specific configurations of the edge contour will result in skeletal instabilities. A
boundary glitch resulting in two concave corners, as seen in figure 2.14, will cause a large
unstable skeletal branch. Instabilities are also caused by single concave boundary points;
this is illustrated in figure 2.15. Additional skeletal ligature regions include a deep con
cavity and junctions of four or greater branches; these conditions are also shown in figure
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Skeleton
Figure 2.14: The effects of small perturbations on the skeleton. The shock due to the edge
perturbation can be flagged as ligature. This ligature condition is brought on by the dual
concave regions of the edge perturbation.
2.15. An example of ligature points in a hand is also shown in figure 2.15. One of the main
focuses of this thesis is to determine, on real-world data, if flagging such ligature points






Figure 2.15: Ligature points on the skeleton. Ligature points are the white segments. Liga
ture points due to a single concave corner on the edge contour (a). Ligature points due to a
deep concavity of the edge contour (b). An unstable 4-branch junction (c). Adjunctions of
4 or greater are unstable. These conditions usually result in multiple 3-branch junctions,
as seen in the figure, but the junctions can converge into one single junction. The ligature
points of the hand skeleton with the hand in a particularpose (d). The individual graphics




3.1 Motivation forMulticamera System
To date, there have been a number of sign language recognition systems using the
vision-based approach [23][27][78]. To my knowledge, none employ the master-slave
approach. The master-slave approach has been used with success in human surveillance
applications to track human movement and simultaneously collect biometric information
of those being tracked. In the system by Zhou et al, the master subsystem monitors a wide
area, detects moving humans automatically, and computes the position of.the human [75].
The slave subsystem, on the other hand, has a constrained field of view, performs human
detection, actively tracks the human, and acquires biometric information.
When addressing the validity of this approach to the problem of interpreting sign lan
guage, it is important to note that pose estimation and gesture tracking are independent
problems. The master subsystem, with the wide view, can track the gestures in three di
mensions. The 3D positions can be passed to the slave subsystems, which have smaller
field of views, in order for them to actively follow the hands and determine the three di
mensional pose of the hand.
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the multicamera system
3.2 System Organization
The master subsystem was built on a 2.8 GHz dual Xeon workstation running Linux
and uses Videre Design's STH-MDCS2-VAR-C stereoscopic camera. The stereoscopic
camera was calibrated using Videre Design's packaged software. The slave subsystems
were built on an AMD Athlon 64 FX-51 workstation, running at 2.2GHz and using Linux
as the OS. Each slave subsystem uses a Sony EVI-D100 pan-tilt-zoom camera. The slave
subsystems are capable of running simultaneously on the same workstation or they can be
run on separate workstations. The master and slave subsystems are interconnected through
TCP/IP. Figure 3.1 is a picture of the multicamera system, while figure 3.2 diagrams the
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the master subsystem
3.2.1 The Master Subsystem - BriefOverview
The master subsystem is a stereoscopic head consisting of two calibrated digital video
cameras. The master subsystem has a static field of view that contains the total working
environment. This environment is defined as the space needed to keep the hands within the
field of view for any arm motion made by a stationary human centered in the FOV. The
multi-threaded master subsystem grabs a frame, then segments and detects the head and
hand positions based on both skin color likelihood and edge information. The tracking is
performed by an implementation of the CONDENSATION algorithm. The three dimen
sional position of the hands and head are computed and these coordinates are, when needed,
passed to the respective slave subsystems. These positions, additionally, are stored and a
history is kept that forms the gesture path through 3D space. The process for the gesture
tracking system is illustrated in figure 3.3.
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3.2.2 The Slave Subsystem - BriefOverview
There are two slave subsystems. One follows the subject's right hand and the second
follows the subject's left hand. Upon receiving the new coordinates of the hand, the multi
threaded slave subsystem performs skin color segmentation and Canny edge detection, and
assumes the largest SCR is the hand of interest. The Chamfer distance is then computed
on that area, subsequently skeletonized and ligature points flagged. The 3D articulated
hand pose is estimated by taking the resulting hand image and comparatively searching a
database for the template that best matches the said image. The camera actively attempts
to keep the largest SCR in the center of the FOV; if it is unable to do so, a request will be
made to the master subsystem over the TCP/IP connection asking it to send the most recent
position of the respective hand. The process for the pose estimation system is illustrated in
figure 3.4.
3.2.3 TheMaster Subsystem - Gesture Tracking Details
This section gives a more detailed description of each module required within the mas
ter subsystem. The imparted functionality is needed to achieve its purpose of tracking the
hand and head gestures through 3D space.
An iteration in the master subsystem begins by grabbing the next frame from each cam
era in the stereoscopic setup and immediately calculating the stereo disparity between the
image pair. The greater the disparity value, the closer the object is to the stereoscopic cam
era. Depth and disparity are inversely proportional. Figure 3.5 shows one frame from the
stereo pair and the corresponding disparity image. In this disparity image, a brighter color
indicates a closer object and a black pixel indicates no disparity. The disparity calculation
will result in no disparity when the texture among the current and surrounding pixels is
low. Also, no disparity is the result when there is low confidence in the disparity value
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the slave subsystem. The 3D articulated pose estimation is
performed on a separate thread, which is why the diagram displays the pose estimation
outside of the normal process loop.
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Figure 3.5: Raw frame from the master subsystem and the corresponding stereo disparity
image. The brightness of the disparity indicates the closeness of the object to the camera.
With the disparity values calculated, the 3D position of a pixel can be calculated (pro
vided there is a disparity value for that pixel). The parameters defining the intrinsic and
extrinsic camera variables are used to transform pixel positions into 3D real-world coordi
nates. These parameters are resolved during an off-line camera calibration and, as previ
ously stated, the calibration utility used was packaged with Videre Design's stereoscopic
camera.
The next step is to locate the hand and head regions within the frame. First, the skin
segmentation algorithm is executed. Using a histogram based algorithm, the skin likeli
hood is found for every pixel and those above a threshold are marked as skin pixels. The
histograms used are those developed by Jones and Rehg [29]. They are embodied with the
optimal size of 32 x 32 x 32, and both are tuned to better suit the actual environment the
system operates in. The histograms, one for skin and one for non-skin, contain the prior
probabilities according to the calculation of equation 2.8. The skin likelihood thresholding,
as shown in equation 2.1 1, uses penalties of 0.115 for false negatives and 0.01 for false
positives.
The skin pixels are then processed by the connected components module. Using a sim
ple two-pass iterative process, each contiguous skin pixel is grouped together by like ID
numbers. Small breaks of one to two pixels between skin regions are ignored by the con
necting algorithm. Ignoring the small breaks between adjacent regions allows for the face
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to be connected as a single region; not doing so would result with the face, commonly, di
vided into two separate components. The size of each component is recorded and the three
largest are passed to the hand detection algorithm.
From the three largest skin components, the left hand, right hand, and head are resolved.
The components are labeled as such based on the previous position of the respective hand
or head. Initially, the right hand is assumed to be the closest region to the left side of the
frame; the left hand is assumed to be the closest region to the right side of the frame; and the
head is assumed to be the region closest to the top row, center column of the frame. Noting
that the center of the connected skin regions are usually a poor representation of the true
hand center - albeit acceptable if a rough estimate is sufficient - the detected position of
the hands and head are refined through a second hybrid detection scheme. Using equation
2.29, and using the sliding window method which maintains the skin region size and shape,
the optimal center within the window is found with respect to both the skin likelihood and
edge strength. The Canny edges are calculated from the raw frame using OpenCV. This
new center measurement is sent over TCP/IP by request of a slave subsystem; this commu
nication is done on a separate thread.
With the new hand and head measurements, the tracking algorithm proceeds. The sys
tem uses an implementation of CONDENSATION and each region (the left hand, right
hand and head) has its own instance of the tracker. The state vector is as follows:
xt =
\Pr,uPc,t,rt]T (3-1)
where pr<t and pc,t are, respectively, the center of the current hand or head measurement;
and rt is the average radius of the same region measurement. The algorithm uses 1000
particles for each region being tracked. For each iteration, a new sample sUn is generated
through an 0(n) process [9]. Each particle has a probability of being chosen equal to its
current weight. The sample, sUn, is subjected to dynamic diffusion according to a second-
order linear model. Random noise is then added to the diffused sample values forming
s' The underlying dynamics and the magnitude of random noise is adapted with respect
to the last three measured values. New weights, 7rt,n, are computed for each sample in
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Figure 3.6: Raw frame from the master subsystem and the corresponding frame showing
tracked hand and head positions. The center of the red square represents the center of the
right hand; the center of the blue square represents the center of the left hand; and the
the center of the green square represents the center of the head. Note: the squares are
displayed with a set size, a region 's estimated radius is not represented on this snapshot.
s'tn according to its distance from the current measurements. Once a new weight has been
computed for each sample, the weights are normalized according to ^n^un = 1- The
sample-weight pairs, {s'tn, 7rti}, form the new distribution that is sampled at the next time
step. The current estimate is generated from these sample-weight pairs in accordance with
equation 2.57. Figure 3.6 shows, visually, the estimated position of the hands and head as
given from the tracking algorithm. Further, these estimated positions are added to the his
tory of the region, wherein the 150 most recent positions are stored. This collective history
describes the gesture of each object. An example of a collected gesture is given in figure
3.7.
The tracking algorithm is initialized based on dynamics learned from four consecutive
frames. The samples are initialized by adding random noise to the last of the fourmeasured
positions. Also, each weight initially has an equal probability of being chosen. Once ini
tialization is complete, the region being tracked remains so until the maximum weight of
the current sample-set drops below a particular threshold; the threshold used in this module
is 0.012.
The master subsystem can optionally perform background segmentation. When turned
on, the algorithm is executed just before the skin segmentation. The background segmenta











Figure 3.7: Example of the gesture data collected by the master subsystem. The shown
gesture illustrates real-world coordinates of the right hand as it remained stationary. The
blue axis represents the x-axis; the green axis represents the y-axis; and the red axis repre
sents the z-axis. Note: the small portion ofpoints at the origin. This shows it is insufficient
to collect just the 3D position of the region centroid; the center may not have a disparity
value and therefore the 3D position can not be calculated. When the center has no dispar
ity, the surrounding pixels need to be appropriately searched to locate the 3D position of
the current region.
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and an activity level adapting rate of 0.08. When background segmentation is turned off,
the master subsystem runs at just under 28 frames per second. With background segmenta
tion turned on, however, the master subsystem runs at just under 8 frames per second. The
following table displays the percentage of processing time needed per iteration for each
master subsystem module to complete execution.
Table 3.1: Percentage of Processor Time Per Iteration for the Master Subsystem




Background Segmentation 0% 66.5%
Skin Color Segmentation 33% 12%
Connected Components 9.6% 2.9%
Canny Edges and Detection 11% 3.4%
Communication with Slave Subsystem 0% 0%
Tracking Algorithm 36.3% 12.2%
3.2.4 The Slave Subsystem - Pose Estimation Details
This section gives a more detailed description of each module required within the slave
subsystem. The imparted functionality is needed to achieve its purpose of actively tracking
a particular hand and estimate the articulated pose. The slave subsystem camera is given a
default zoom level at startup. Also at startup, the slave subsystem requests the 3D position
of the particular hand from the master subsystem.
An iteration of the slave subsystem begins by grabbing the next frame, immediately
segmenting skin pixels, and then connecting the pixels into their contiguous regions. The
largest skin region is assumed to be the hand the current slave subsystem is supposed to
be tracking. The Canny edges are then computed for the entire frame. Images generated
from the skin segmentation and Canny edge modules are displayed in figure 3.8. The skin
segmentation, connected components, and Canny algorithms used are identical to those
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Figure 3.8: Raw frame from the slave subsystem and the corresponding Canny edges (b)
and skin color regions (c).
implemented in the master subsystem.
The slave subsystem actively follows the hand by changing both the pan and tilt para
meters. The pan and tilt angles are changed in order to keep the current region at the center
of the frame. While the region is greater than 1000 pixels, the slave subsystem will use its
image coordinates of the region to drive the pan-tilt changes. However, when the region
falls below the threshold, the slave subsystem requests the 3D position of the hand from the
master subsystem. Each request causes the master to send the 3D position of the hand for
the next four time-steps. The slave's image coordinates allow for much finer movements of
the camera than those resulting from a constant stream of the master 3D positions. Hand
motion, however, can be so fast the hand can leave the slave subsystem's field of view;
therefore it is necessary, under that condition, to get the master's 3D positions to reestab
lish the hand in the frame. The communication between the master and slave subsystems
is performed on its own thread. Also, the pan-tilt changes are communicated to the camera
via its own thread.
With the Canny edges computed, the Chamfer distance filters are passed over the
edge map. The Chamfer distance transform module employs a 3 by 3 filter utilizing the
3-4 convention. From the Chamfer distance image, the morphological skeleton can be
computed and the ligature can be flagged. The skeleton is computed by performing non-
maximal suppression on the Chamfer distance image. Figure 3.9 displays the process of
computing the skeleton through the edge, Chamfer, and skeleton images. Figure 3.10 illus
trates the skeleton with ligature points as computed by this system. Further, ligature points
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Figure 3.9: Raw frame from the slave subsystem and the corresponding Canny edges (b),
Chamfer distance (c), and skin color region skeletons (d).
are flagged by a three part process:
1 . The edge map is analyzed by looking for particular edge configurations that result in
ligature points (for details see Chapter: Supporting Work, section: Hand Pose Esti
mation, subsection: Edge Versus Skeleton Templates). The pixels that are detected
to have the edge configurations are labeled with a unique identifier. Edge points that
do not contribute to unstable skeletal portions are given a label of zero.
2. During the Chamfer distance algorithm, the labels are propagated through such that
every point is given the identifier of the edge point that it is closest to. For points that
are equally close to two edge points, the non-zero identifier has precedent. Note that
skeletal points are always equidistant from at least two edge points; therefore, if at
least one of those edge points has a ligature identifier, the skeletal point will be given
a non-zero identifier.
3. During computation of the skeleton, each skeletal point with a non-zero identifier is
flagged as a ligature point.
The directed chamfer distance (equation 2.59) is used by the matching algorithm to esti
mate the 3D hand pose. The matching algorithm exhaustively searches the database to find
the best match. Among all the match scores generated by the matching algorithm, the top
50 matches are recorded with the overall best match displayed to the screen. Recording
the top 50 matches and considering the pose estimation successful when a correct match
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Figure 3.10: Raw frame from the slave subsystem, the corresponding Canny edges together
with skin color region skeletons (b), and the skeleton by itself (c). For (c), the bright white
portions of the skeleton are true skeleton points; the darker, almost gray points have been
flagged by ligature.
appears in the top 50 are both conventional design choices in pose estimation systems [7].
Athitsos et al. also notes that pose estimation databases have more than one template that
correctly matches the current hand pose [7].
The pose estimation module comprises of 4 databases per hand: one database for the
edge templates, one database for the Chamfer distance of the edge templates, one data
base for the skeleton templates, and one database for the Chamfer distance of the skeleton
templates. Figure 3.1 1 shows examples of the databases for the right hand. The original
database contained 2236 templates of distinct hand poses created by projecting a 3D model
of the right hand into the 2D edge maps. All the other right hand databases were generated
from this original database, while the left hand databases were generated by taking the mir
ror image of the right hand databases.
The system is able to estimate the pose of the hand by way of 4 different matching
schemes including: matching the edge map of the subject's hand to the Chamfer distance
template, matching the Chamfer distance of the subject's hand to the edge template, match
ing the skeleton of the subject's hand to the Chamfer distance skeleton template, andmatch
ing the Chamfer distance of the subject's hand to the skeleton template. The skeleton based
matching algorithms take, on average, 46.7 seconds to complete; the edge based matching
algorithms take, on average, 50.5 seconds to complete. The difference in time between
the two opposing methods is due to the more compact representation of the morphological
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skeleton; on average, the skeleton contains nearly 28%. less information than the edge map.
The slave subsystem runs at just under 16 frames per second, although, effectively, the
system runs much slower due to the pose estimation algorithm completing approximately
every 50 seconds. The following table displays the average percentage of processing time
needed per iteration for each slave subsystem module to complete execution.




Skin Color Segmentation 35%
Connected Components 4.5%
Canny Edges and Detection 9%
Communication with Slave Subsystem 0%
Update PTZ Move Thread 0%
Calculate Chamfer Distance 34%
Calculate Skeletons and Ligature 10%
Update Pose Estimation Thread 0.5%
Pose Estimation - Results of Skeletal Ligature Flagging
As previously shown, it is desirable to use the skeleton over the edge map when at
tempting to estimate the hand pose. Yet to be shown, however, is that flagging the ligature
points does indeed lessen the effect of the skeleton's instability on the pose estimation. Re
sulting from the analysis done by August et al. [8] the match score between an image and a
template can be divided into two components:
M tot,Dc M stable,Dc Munstable,Dc (3.2)
where Mtot,Dc is the total match score; Mstabie,Dc is the contribution to the match score
from the stable portion of the skeleton; and Munstabie,Dc is the contribution to the match
score from the unstable portion of the skeleton. For this system, the match scores are gen
erated by the directed Chamfer distance, Dc, according to equation 2.59. Without flagging
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Figure 3.1 1 : Sample templates from the databases. Shown are: right hand edge templates
(a),(b), and (c); the corresponding binary skeleton templates (d),(e), and (f); and the cor
responding Chamfer distance skeleton templates (g), (h), and (i). Each type of template
forms its own database comprising of2236 handposes. For the Chamfer distance skeleton
templates, the maximum value of'255 is givenfor edge points andpoints not along the edge
are given a value of the edge point value minus the Chamfer distance (255 - Dcham). This








Figure 3.12: Ideal match score ordering and the ordering seen by Chamfer matching when
using skeletons without flagging ligature points. Ideally, the correct matches (red) should
come before the incorrect matches (blue). When using skeletons, however, this order is not
maintained. The unstable portions of the skeleton greatly affect the match scores.
ligature points, the skeleton's unstable portions contribute a large amount for, what should
be, correct matches. This can - and consistently does - result in match score clusters con
sisting of both correct and incorrect matching. This clustering effect is shown in figure
3.12. These clusters also affect the order of the the match scores; incorrect templates ap
pear to be a better match than the correct matches. In fact, the contribution of the unstable
portions can push the correct matches out of the top 50 matches.
Match scores should reflect the likeness between an image and a template with respect
to the unstable portions of the hand skeleton. Flagging ligature points should result in either
increasing the weight of the stable skeletal portions on the match score or significantly de
creasing the weight of the unstable portions. The ambiguous clusters should be spread apart
and the logical order, with correct matches appearing before incorrect matches, should be
reestablished. These concepts are illustrated in figure 3.13. A correct match is defined as
the template which represents a ground-truth match to the current hand pose. An incorrect
match is defined as the template that does not match the current hand pose.
The effects of ligature flagging are tested by sampling both the correct and incorrect
matches, and then collecting the match scores of the samples using both ligature flagging







Figure 3.13: Graph illustrating how flagging ligature affects the Chamfer matching score
when using skeletons. Ligature flagging places more emphasis on the non-ligature, stable
portions of the skeleton. Therefore, the effect of the ambiguities injected into the Chamfer
matching are lessened; that is, the clusters of template match scores, where the clusters
have been caused by the instability of the skeleton, are spread apart.
matching is done between the skeleton of the detected hand and the database formed by the
Chamfer distance skeleton templates. The non-ligature flagging Chamfer matching serves
as the baseline for the analysis, since it is placing equal weight on the unstable and stable
portions of the skeleton. The Chamfer matching algorithm is then run twice more over the
sample, although this time the ligature points are taken into account. The first time, ligature
points are penalized by doubling the Chamfer distance at each ligature point. The second
time, ligature points are ignored - each ligature point gets a zero Chamfer distance. Note
that in both cases the magnitude of the penalty is equal. The difference between the penal-
'ties is nothing more than a philosophical shift: when the distance is doubled, the effect of
the ligature points on the order of the match scores is lessened; when ligature points are
ignored, the stable portion becomes the only contributor to the match score. In total, the
tests comprised of ten distinct hand poses wherein, for each hand pose, five sample sets
are generated; each sample is of size twelve and contains at least one of both a correct and
incorrectmatch. For example, a sample can have 1 correctmatch and 11 incorrectmatches;
however, a sample of 12 incorrect matches is illegal. The analysis, therefore, is performed
over a total of 600 image-template pairs.
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Doubling a ligature point's Chamfer distance
No penalty on ligature points
Zeroing a ligature point's Chamfer distance
Template sampling, sample includes matching and non-matching templates
Figure 3.14: Graph showing three sampling of template scores for three different Chamfer
matching iterations done on a single hand pose. The top sampling places a penalty on
ligature points by doubling the Chamfer distance; The middle sampling treats ligature
points as regular skeleton points - this is the control; and the bottom sampling ignores
the ligature points (the Chamfer distance of such points are taken to be zero). Note that
the bottom sampling places all weight on the non-ligature points. Alternatively, the top
sampling penalizes the ligature points, thereby decreasing their importance on the match
score.
For illustration purposes, the following is a discussion of the results from a single sam
ple. This analysis is done on the hand pose shown in figure 3.10. The result of the sampling
and three Chamfer matching processes are shown in figure 3.14. For this sample, the two
correct matches are the leftmost samples in both figures. Note the difference within the
slopes of the ligature flagging Chamfer matching and the non-ligature Chamfer matching.
For the ligature flagging Chamfer matching that doubles the distance, the slope increases;
and for the ligature flagging Chamfer matching that ignores the ligature points, the slope
decreases. For the first case, doubling the distance increases the match score. Therefore,
for those templates whose stable portions contains a high similarity with the image, the
match score increases less; that is, they have increased their match strength proportionally
to those templates that do not have a high similarity. For the second case, the changes in
match strength, as stated before, is now based solely on the similarity measure between
the stable portions. Figure 3.15 displays the increasing nature of the absolute difference
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Template sampling, sample includes matching and non-matching templates
Figure 3.15: Graph displaying the difference between non-ligature Chamfer matching and
ligature Chamfer matching. Chamfer matching is first done without ligature flagging. A
sample is taken that includes both matching and non-matching templates. Chamfer match
scores are recomputed using ligature Chamfer matching, and the new scores for the sam
pled templates are subtracted from the old scores (either doubling or ignoring ligature
points will give equal difference values). The graph displays the sample - in order by
magnitude of the non-ligature Chamfer match score - in accordance to the same order
used in figure 3.14. Note that the difference increases directly with the magnitude of the
non-ligature Chamfermatching scores.
between non-ligature flagging Chamfer matching and ligature flagging Chamfer matching.
An alternative way to look at this data is to compare the resulting rate of change
between correct matches and incorrect matches; for this, the following metric can be used:
j_ v^7 1 n I
Rm 1 v^-Wc i n I
j^Z^j \L>cCj\
(3.3)
where R^ is the ratio between themeans of the rate of change, for both incorrect and correct
matches, between ligature flagging Chamfer matching and non-ligature flagging Chamfer
distance; Ni is the number of incorrectmatches in the sample; Nc is the number of correct
matches in the sample; Dcjti is the difference between the ligature flagging Chamfer dis
tance of the current incorrect match i and the non-ligature flagging Chamfer distance of the
current incorrect match i; DCtCj is the difference between the ligature flagging Chamfer
distance of the current correct match j and the non-ligature flagging Chamfer distance of
the current correctmatch. When Rm is greater than one, the incorrectmatches are changing
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more rapidly than the correct matches. Alternatively, when Rm is less than one, the correct
matches are changing more rapidly than the incorrect matches. Obviously, a Rm greater
than one is the desired outcome. For the sample being discussed, the ratio is 1.71. The ratio
for the entire 600 image-template pairs was computed to be 1.38. Every ratio was indeed
greater than one. Therefore, as a result of flagging the skeleton's ligature points, the match
strengths of the incorrect matches are decreasing more rapidly than those of the correct
matches. Figure 3.16 displays the 10 captured frames used in the tests, the mean ratio for
the 60 random samplings performed for each hand pose, and a corresponding edge image
displaying the correct hand pose.
If the samples are skewed to be heavy on extremely dissimilar image-template pairs,
this ratio will be much greater than it actually is. Therefore, it is insufficient to stop the
analysis here. Instead, the same behavior needs to be established in the clusters of correct
and incorrect matches. After running the metric of equation 3.3 on 30 different clusters,
it can be concluded that the clusters did not violate the behavior observed in the random
samples. For this test, a cluster was defined to be all image-template pairs within 1% of a
chosen correct match. The clusters displayed a mean ratio of 1.06. This result shows that
the match strength of incorrect matches decreases proportionally to highly similar correct
matches by 6%.
Collectively, the analysis shows that using the morphological skeleton to represent the
hand within a pose estimation system is not untenable. The instability of the skeleton can
be relegated to ligature points and, additionally, these points can be detected successfully
















Figure 3.16: The tested frames, mean ratios, and corresponding hand pose. For each triplet
in the above figure: the left image is captured during execution of the multicamera system
and used to analyze the effects of ligature flagging; the center number is the mean ratio of
the 60 random samples generated during the analysis of the real-data to its left; the right




"Doubtless there are things in nature which have not yet been seen. Ifan artist discovers
them, he opens the wayfor his successors. IfI have left something unsaid, they will say
it."
Paul Cezanne (1839- 1906)
"Perhaps I haven 't understood, after all; perhaps I am missing one piece of the puzzle,
one
space."
Umberto Eco (1932 - Present)
4.1 Summary
A multicamera system capable of both 3D gesture tracking and 3D pose estimation
has been demonstrated. The master-slave approach has shown promising results towards
completely handling the non-linear and non-Gaussian dynamics of hand motion. Further,
skeletons have been shown to provide a less ambiguous representation of hands when used
in a hand pose estimation system. The main drawback of skeletons has been their suscep
tibility to noise. However, ligature flagging has been shown to lessen the impact of the
noise during the pose estimation. The analysis shows that the clusters are indeed broken
up by ligature flagging. In fact, there is a indirect relationship between the effect of liga
ture flagging and the similarity between the image and a particular template. The tests did
not indicate to what degree ligature flagging affects the order of the match scores. Some
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samples exhibited a change in match score order, yet, they were more of an exception than
a rule. Therefore, no substantial conclusions can be drawn on this. More tests need to be
completed to quantify any such indication. Currently, it is my opinion, though entirely un
substantiated, that both the exhaustive database search and the directed Chamfer distance
were the root - and, perhaps, sole - cause to this lack of definitive result. Ligature flagging
can not avoid falling into the local minima of the directed Chamfer matching and exhaus
tively searching the database nearly guarantees that some templates will fall into the local
minima. To overcome this, the system should be modified to perform undirected Cham
fer distance matching (see equation 2.60). Also, the database should be searched using
intelligent search patterns (e.g. hierarchical searching [60]) or embeddings (e.g. Lipschitz
embeddings [6]).
4.2 Future Work
Although not explicitly mentioned previously, the ultimate goal of this ongoing project
is to automatically interpret sign language. At present, the layer that interprets from gesture
and hand pose data into meaningful sign language is not integrated into the system. The
three-dimensional gesture path and articulated hand pose, which are both resolved by the
current system, needs to be further interpreted in order to match the data to conventional
sign language prosody. This can be accomplished by matching data to a database, such as
Purdue's automatic recognition database [30], or similar technique (e.g. hierarchical sup
port vectors to find the best matching sign).
The current implementation of the multicamera system is far from not needing improve
ments. In addition to the above recommendation, some suggested directions for future
improvements include:
Making the skin segmentation module more robust to illumination changes. This
could possibly be done by making the algorithm time adaptive.
Substituting Canny edges with active contours. Canny edges are not guaranteed to
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be contiguous. Using active contours to constitute the representation of the edge map
of the hand would greatly improve the quality of the skeleton calculation. From this,
ligature points can be flagged by the velocity of the edge contour [8], as opposed to
how the system currently performs this by locating particular edge topologies.
Improving the tracking module by using importance sampling and a better dynamic
kernel. This would increase the amount of time the tracking algorithm can run before
needing to be reinitialized. Currently, the tracking algorithm suffers from weight
decay, a common symptom in CONDENSATION implementation.
Optimize the center-on-fit done by the pose estimation module and increase the accu
racy of the pose estimation. Much more research needs to be done before the correct
match is found to be the best match in a cluttered environment.
Implement an optimal predictor in the slave subsystem that predicts the pan and
tilt positions of the camera for the next timestep. This would allow for the slave
subsystem to handle faster hand motion without requesting positions from the master
subsystem.
Implement zoom control in the slave subsystem that controls the scale of the hand
being followed. This will also increase the performance of the pose estimation algo
rithm.
Implement better occlusion handling in the tracking module to increase the accuracy
of the feature segmentation.
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